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EDITORIAL NOTES 

C] Both Miss Barbara Banner and Miss Elizabeth Sorensen have each 
written in warm appreciation of the tributes and gifts made to them 
on their retirement, and have asked that their thanks be made known 
to all who contributed. 
[J In the three most recent issues of the Magazine (one of them a 
double number), there has been no lack of material clamouring to be 
included: accounts of notable birthday celebrations; the findings of the 
Gulbenkian Report; interesting reports on the College’s Department 
of Portraits and Instrument Museum; citations on the presentation of 
new Fellows; and much else, to say nothing of various articles. If 
the present issue is less full of such things, that is merely as it 
happens to fall out and certainly does not reflect any slackening of 
the College’s pulse. The awards chronicled below to present and im- 
mediate past students are sufficient testimony that the essential yet 
quiet work of the College is as sound and active as it always should 
be. 

[] While we regret it has not been possible, after all, to print the 
text of the 1977 Crees Lectures, we are glad to include, as promised, 
that part of the reminiscences of the late Frank Howes (see p. 80 of 
our preceding issue) which deal with Sir Hugh Allen, who was 
Director of the College 1918-1935. Sir Hugh was a dynamic and by 
no means simple character and it is possible that not all accounts of 
him and his work would agree, A rounded picture must be built up 
from more than one source, and to this end Mr Howes’s personal view 
makes its own contribution, To the present editorial eye, at least, 
the College’s portrait in oils of Sir Hugh has never appealed. We 
therefore take the opportunity to reproduce the Sargent drawing of 
him, to which Mr Howes alludes. 
[] It is sad that we have to record so many losses by recent death. 
Norman Tucker, after leaving Oxford, turned to the College with a 
view to becoming a performing artist, but after a promising start was 
compelled to serve music in other ways yet thereby made an im- 
portant contribution at national level. Two outstandingly distinguished 
string players, Cedric Sharpe and Cecil Aronowitz, both products of 
the College, have been lost, the one in the fulness of years, the other 
at the height of his active career. Less well-known to the public but 
not less esteemed by those who knew him was another son of the 
College, Rupert Erlebach, who for some 15 years had charge of what 
is now the Parry Room Library. James Denny and A. E. F. Dickinson 
were active in university posts and the latter made his contribution 
to critical writing on music. And as this Editorial passes through the 
press we also learn of the death of that brave and distinguished figure, 
Douglas Fox. 

[] The editorial task of typing out all the term’s concert programmes 
in the appropriate form brings that aspect of the College’s work under 
a concentrated scrutiny enjoyed only by relatively few members of 
the College. Yet all who take trouble to read them can hardly fail 
to be impressed by what they reflect of the College’s teaching, and we 
feel it is only just to draw attention to an aspect of things perhaps in- 
sufficiently recognised. Their range, whether in point of chronology, 



style, or character of ensemble, is noteworthy, likewise also the oppor- 
tunities for experience offered to student performers. There is resource 
in using unhackneyed material, reconciled with the requirement that 
intending performers must be well acquainted with a recognized 
repertory. Enterprise is not wanting, but a conservatory of music for 
intending professionals is not a place primarily for experiment or 
personal whims, a fact not always thoroughly understood outside by 
any who might stress that the time is ripe for a revival of interest in 
the works of (say) Dittersdorf, and that it is shameful that the London 
colleges of music (‘music colleges’, as they now say) do not give a 
lead in these vital matters. 
(1 This must be the last issue of the Magazine for which the present 
editor is responsible, and he now therefore discards the impersonal 
editorial ‘we’ in taking leave of his readers. When invited to assume 
this honourable post in May 1977 I accepted with heavy misgivings in 
view of other voluntary work and in particular the onerous require- 
ments of one honorary position of long standing. Yet in the light of 
difficulties then besetting the Magazine, and also to support the de- 
voted work of Sylvia Latham as Union Secretary, it seemed a plain 
duty to accept if at all possible, in an effort at least to get the ship 
back on an even keel and then steaming ahead, with the hope that 
perhaps also it might be found possible to continue for a while after 
that had been done. Alas, that hope has not been fulfilled; and so, 
trusting that we are indeed now sailing forward once more on an even 
keel, with this modest achievement I must remain content. 

WATKINS SHAW 

DIRECTOR’S ADDRESS 
AUTUMN TERM, 1978 

At the beginning of a new term, and more especially at the be- 
ginning of a new Academic Year, we should be looking forward 
rather than looking backward. Edmund Burke, the great 18th-century 
statesman and philosopher, once wrote ‘You can never plan the future 
by the past’. 

But before I discuss the events of the coming term, I want to 
refer briefly to two things that have happened during the last fort- 
night, the one a tragedy, the other a triumph. The tragedy was the 
sudden death, during a concert at the Maltings, Snape, of Cecil 
Aronowitz, the distinguished viola player who was a student of this 
College from 1935 to 1939 and from 1946 to 1947, a member of the 
Professorial Staff for many years, and a Fellow of the College since 
1971. Many of you will have heard him performing as a soloist or, 
more often, as a player of chamber music; a few of you may have had 
the experience of making music with him. As a player he set himself 
the highest standards and inspired those around him to give of their 
best. For him every note of every phrase demanded concentration; for 
him every item in a programme was a musical experience which he 
helped others to share. Whether he was playing a work for the first, 
fifth or fifty-fifth time, he approached it with freshness and an in- 
fectious enthusiasm. His success as a chamber music player and 
orchestral musician lay in the combination of a sound technique with 
rare sensitivity: and by ‘sensitivity’ I mean not only his beautiful 
shaping of a musical phrase, but also his constant awareness of the 
thoughts and feelings of his colleagues. 
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I have described the death of Cecil Aronowitz as a tragedy be- 
cause we could reasonably have hoped that he would have had many 
more years of active work in the profession; but he died, as he would 
undoubtedly have wished, whilst engaged in making music, at the 
height of his powers, Cecil Aronowitz was a fine example to all who 
knew him and he will be remembered by pupils and colleagues with 
affection and with gratitude. 

I wish to pay tribute now to the triumph of Kathryn Stott during 
the last week at Leeds, where she was selected to be one of the six 
finalists in the International Piano Contest. I understand that since 
Michael Roll won the competition in 1963 no British person until this 
year had reached the final stage, and it is therefore a fine achieve- 
ment for Kathryn, whilst still a student, to have got so far. We con- 
gratulate Kathryn and we congratulate her professor, Kendall Taylor, 
upon this success which is an encouragement to all of us here, as well 
as to all at the Menuhin School. Kathryn has our best wishes as she 
pursues her next goal. 

There have been other successes for members of the College 
during the summer months which have not received the same 
publicity. These include a highly successful tour by the Junior Depart- 
ment First Orchestra under Christopher Adey, and the selection of 
Cathryn Pope as the first recipient of the Noel Gay Memorial Award. 
This grant of £1,000 is for a young artist of outstanding talent and 
promise, Cathryn Pope is to participate next Saturday in a Gala Con- 
cert at the Royal Festival Hall, for which she has our good wishes. 

Now I want to look ahead to some of the events planned for the 
current term, First, I am very happy to announce that our President, 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother, will be visiting the 
College on Thursday 2 November 1978 when she will attend a Chamber 
Concert and present prizes. On 2 and 3 October we look forward 
to the return visit of Monsieur Paul Tortelier with his son, Jan Pascal. 
Many of us have vivid memories of their last visit, when Monsieur 
Tortelier worked with the First Chamber Orchestra. This time he 
will be rehearsing with and conducting the First Orchestra in a con- 
cert which will include his Concerto for 2 Violins and Mozart’s Piano 
Concerto in B flat (xv 595) in which David Green will be the soloist. 
I know that it will be a stimulating experience to have such a dynamic 
artist as Paul Tortelier in our midst once again. 

Other distinguished visitors will be André Marchal, the famous 
French organist, who will be giving a Master Class to students selected 
by this College and by the Royal College of Organists, and Professor 
Felix Andrievsky who will be giving a number of Master Classes for 
violinists whilst he is in this country on sabbatical leave. We nave to 
thank Mr Yehudi Menuhin, a member of our College Council, for 
suggesting that Professor Andrievsky should come to the College. 

In November the Heads of several European Colleges of Music 
will be coming to London for their biennial Conference. Many of the 
study sessions will be held here, as well as the Opening Ceremony 
on 20 November, which will be followed by a short Choral and 
Orchestral Concert given by the RCM Chorus and First Orchestra, at 
which a Te Deum by Herbert Howells and ‘Belshazzar’s Feast’ by 



William Walton will be performed. For this important occasion, the 
RCM Chorus will be strengthened by the inclusion of all First and 
Second Study singers (excepting those in their first year) and students 
on the Opera Course. 

On 21 November (the eve of St Cecilia’s Day, which was Benjamin 
Britten’s birthday) a concert will be given in Westminster Abbey 
during which a memorial tablet to Benjamin Britten will be unveiled. 
Britten’s cantata ‘St Nicolas’ will be performed by specially selected 
singers from the College, with the Lay Vicars of Westminster Abbey, 
a choir from the Junior Department, and a College Orchestra. It is 
gratifying that Sir Peter Pears, who will himself sing the important 
solo tenor part, should have extended to members of the College at 
which Britten studied an invitation to participate in this performance. 

Other external activities include concerts by the Second Chamber 
Orchestra at Bishopsgate Institute, and by the 20th-Century Ensemble 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum. The First Chamber Orchestra 
will play before and during a service at St Paul’s Cathedral attended 
by the Worshipful Company of Musicians. 

Within the College, in addition to the normal pattern of concerts, 
there will be a concert of music by the late Madeleine Dring. Those 
taking part will include her husband Roger Lord (principal oboe of 
the Lso), Robert Tear (tenor), Michael Gough Matthews, Hubert 
Dawkes, and Richard Nunn (pianos). 

Both Roger Lord and Richard Nunn will be joining the Pro- 
fessorial Staff this term. 

Others to whom we extend a warm welcome to the Professorial 
Staff are:— 

Mr Yonty Solomon (piano). 
Dr George Malcolm (harpsichord). 
Mr David Butt (flute). 
Mr Peter Goodwin (trombone). 
Mr Michael Brittain (double bass). 
Mr Janos Kerszei (timpani). 
Mr Richard Lyne (Theory and Aural Training). 
Mr Ian Curror (Theory and Aural Training). 
The Early Music Group will be strengthened by the appointments 

of:— 
Mr Nigel Rogers (singing). 
Mr Ross Winters (recorder). 
Mr Adam Skeaping (gamba). 

I know that all those fine musicians will, in their various spheres, 
have much to contribute to the College. 

The programme for the term is a full one. Success in all the 
ventures which have been planned will depend upon regularity 
of attendance and punctuality at all rehearsals. In the world of pro- 
fessional music-making, regularity and punctuality are vital for 
survival, and it is at College that habits are formed. London traffic 
density is seldom predictable, so it is essential to allow plenty of 
time for journeys in case of possible delay. I am glad to say that the 
great majority of students who pass through the College have an ex- 
cellent record of attendance and of punctuality. 
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It is always difficult in planning College activities to get the 
right balance not only within a single term but over a whole Academic 
Year. The College Orchestras in particular pose special problems. 
Should there be more rehearsal or less rehearsal each week, bearing 
in mind the need to allow sufficient time for daily private practice 
and the development of sound technique? Should a higher proportion 
of orchestral rehearsal time be devoted to sectional rehearsals under 
specialists coaches? Should more rehearsals be devoted to sight- 
reading and quick-study of repertoire? Should rehearsals for orchestral 
concerts be concentrated into periods of intensive study on one or 
more days immediately preceding a concert, as happens with pro- 
fessional orchestras? Are enough concerto Opportunities offered to 
senior students? Is the proportion of classical, romantic, and 20th- 
century music studied by each orchestra over the year satisfactory? 
These and many other questions are being studied regularly by an 
Orchestral Board on which there is student representation, and on 
which we have the benefit of the wide experience of professors who 
are active in the orchestral profession. 

Concurrent with the discussion of these matters is the study of 
ways in which the curriculum can gradually be developed and ex- 
tended if and when more money is made available from Government 
sources, All Faculty Boards meet regularly under the chairmanship 
of the Director of Studies and Registrar to examine all aspects of the 
training that students receive, and students are often able to make a 
valuable contribution to the discussions. A notable example has been 
the revised scheme of aural training which will be adopted this term. 

Owing to the severe shortage of Government money, the last four 
years have been exceptionally difficult ones not just for Colleges of 
Music but also for the Universities, Polytechnics, and other branches 
of higher education. I believe that over the next four years, if the 
battle against inflation is waged with some success, we can look for- 
ward to a modest but steady increase in the financial resources made 
available to us. There will be many institutions bidding for increased 
Support and it is only right that public money should be invested 
where it will yield recognizable dividends. It’s not only army com- 
manders that understand the wisdom when committing resources of 
re-inforcing success, so our future development will depend to a 
great extent upon the quality of the students emerging from this 
College in the years ahead. I hope that each one of you, through 
your own endeavours, will be helping those who follow after. 

It’s exactly forty years since I arrived at the College as a new 
student. It is strange what one remembers and what one forgets with 
the passage of time. I find that I can recall very little of the lectures 
and addresses which I attended but I can remember vividly all the 
music I heard—much of it for the first time. I can confidently predict 
that long after you have forgotten anything that I have said this morn- 
ing, you will remember the performance of the ‘Quartet for the End 
of Time’ by Olivier Messiaen, whom we are proud to number among 
our Fellows and who will celebrate his 70th birthday later this year. 

The performance which then followed was given by members of 
The Music Group of London: KEITH pPUDDY clarinet, RALPH HOLMES 
violin, EILEEN CROXFORD cello, DAVID PARKHOUSE piano. 
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Wives of Windsor 

Opera School Production, Juiy 1978 

The Merry Nicolai: ‘ 
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COLLEGE NOTES, NEW S, AND REPORTS 

RETIREMENTS AND APPOINTMENTS 
We regret to Say that in July 1978 the time arrived for Mr John Yewe Dyer to retire from the professorial staff. New appointments from September 1978 are as follows: George Malcolm, rrcm harpsichord David Butt flute Michael] Brittain double bass Jan Curror theory and aural training Peter Goodwin trombone Janos Keszei timpani and percussion Roger Lord oboe Richard Lyne theory and aural training Richard Nunn accompaniment and vocal 

repertoire Nigel Rogers early music (singing) Adam Skeaping viola da gamba Yonty Solomon pianoforte Ross Winters recorder 

GIFTS 
We record with 8ratitude and pleasure several recent benefac- tions. Catherine Murray Friskin bequeathed $8,000 to the College, and Miss Valley Lasker lefta remembrance of £20 in her will to the Opera School. Mr Frank Probyn, one of our Fellows and a former professor, has presented £500, by way of celebrating his 90th birthday (16 July 1978), to endow an annual prize for the best horn student of the year, and the Edward Heath Trust has given £250 for a scholarship. In addition, Miss Ruby Hope has given £5,000 to endow a scholarship in memory of her close friendship with Mr George Reeves (a former deputy professor) and his sister. 

LINKS WITH VENEZUELA 
At the invitation of CONAC (Venezuelan Arts Council) the Registrar of the College and the Director of the Junior Department visited Venezuela from 28 May to 6 June 1978 to select five junior Students for training in the Junior Department of the College from September 1978, An additional object of the visit was to interest those concerned-in the work of the Associated Board. From among 20 students heard, five were selected for bursaries to be given by conac, A sixth, a highly talented horn player, was also chosen; but as he was ineligible for a Venezuelan bursary on account of his father’s nationality, it was decided that his fees at the Rcm Should be paid for One year out of the Junior Department Capital Appeal Fund. The six students among them play the following instru- ments: horn, guitar, piano, (2), violin, recorder. Two older students were also heard, and awarded places in the College itcelf, They play recorder and percussion respectively. The junior students will have accommodation and general educa- tion arranged by conac while our Junior Department will be responsible solely for their musical education. 
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JUNIOR DEPARTMENT CAPITAL FUND APPEAL 
The fund now stands at £125,000, just half-way to the target of 

£250,000, an encouraging achievement in some 15 months. The 
Secretary of the Junior Department Appeal at the College will be 
pleased to supply information. 

PERFORMERS’ COURSE 
Two important developments concerning the Performers’ Course 

at the College have been announced, taking effect from September 
1978. In the first place, the course will be of four years duration; in 

the second place it will rank as a course ‘designated’ by the Depart- 
ment of Education and Science. This latter provision means that 
whereas hitherto financial grants to students have been at the discre- 
tion of Local Education Authorities, from now on all new students 
taking the course will qualify for a mandatory grant, provided they 
have passed in 5 subjects, at least two of which are at ‘A’ level, in 
the General Certificate of Education. Students with less qualifications 
than these will continue to be eligible for discretionary awards. 

ALLOTRIA 

On 13 May 1978 the First Chamber Orchestra, conducted by the 

Director, gave a concert in St George’s Chapel, Windsor Castle. The 

financial proceeds were given to the Order of St John of Jerusalem (to 

which is allied the St John Ambulance Brigade), The programme was 

as follows: 
Suite No. 2 in b minor for flute and strings J, S, Bach 

flute: Peter Lewis 
Suite No. 2 for unaccompanied cello J. S. Bach 

soloist: Raphael Sommer 
Cello Concerto Boccherini 

soloist: Raphael Sommer 
Symphony No. 29 in A Mozart 

THE STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION 
President’s Report, 1977-8 

This year we have tried to impress upon the College community 

that the Students’ Association is not a body of individuals concerned 

mainly with parties and the May Ball! We have attempted to explore 

to the full the potentialities inherent in such a faction by encompass- 

ing a wide range of different activities which we hope will have been 

of benefit to students both academically and socially. 

During the past few months government cuts in expenditure on 

education have levelled a severe blow at local authorities and con- 

sequently vocational students throughout London have been faced 

with a problem the answer to which has perhaps brought forward one 

of the most dramatic academic break-throughs of 1978, Early in the 

year we were informed that the Department of Education and Science 

was being forced to implement a Discretionary Award Scheme which 

would reduce and in some cases cessate financial subsidy to students. 

On Thursday 17th November a protest against this Discretionary 

Award Scheme was lobbyed at Parliament under the auspices of the 

London Student Organisation. Along with a letter to the Secretary of 

State, Mrs Shirley Williams, petitions were sent by both the Royal 

Academy of Music and the Royal College which demanded that 
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mandatory awards be given to all students who had the requisite examination qualifications. After weeks of debate and correspondence the D.E.S. has finally decided to give mandatory awards to all students in London with two ‘A’ levels. This must surely be considered as one of the major educational achievements of 1978 and one for which many students will be eternally grateful. 
Within College itself co-operation between the Staff and Students’ Associations has resulted in a detailed investigation of the structure of certain aspects of the curriculum with reference to examination results over the past few years. It has been decided that the standards attained in aural and theory classes have not been high enough. The reason for this is basically financial—it is impossible without enormous government subsidy to individualise lessons in both aural and theory and it has therefore been decided that the number of students in each of the classes will be increased and decreased respectively. We hope that an average number of four or five students in each class will mean that more time will be given to isolating individual problems and a more detailed approach adopted to give better results. These proposals are destined to be implemented in 1979 under the expert guidance of Mr John Lambert of our Staff Association. 
Orchestrally speaking, the Association has been particularly for- tunate in having at its disposal a number of talented conductors and this has enabled us to mount a series of concerts which have reflected the high standard of musicianship that is to be expected from students at College. Programmes have been varied ranging from works by Telemann and Mozart to Stravinsky and Shostakovich, Of course there have been ups and downs—one is always being forced to admit that one cannot please everyone all the time—but in general the con- certs have been well received and I should like to take this oppor- tunity to thank all those who have worked so hard to make them a viable proposition. 

Chamber concerts too have been very well patronised—at any rate by the instrumentalists—and we are pleased to report that lunch- time concerts on Tuesdays are now a regular feature at the Royal College of Art. These concerts have served to relieve congestion in the programme line-up during term and the future of a musical liaison with the R.C.A. seems healthy. 
The addition of a Light Orchestral Concert in the Easter term was well received by the students although with more time at our disposal it could have been better organised, I sincerely hope that this branch of music will be encouraged by future committees as it encompasses and harbours many other facets of music making. 
I have discussed with the Director the possibility of implementing a course for jazz enthusiasts under the guidance of an expert in the field as we both feel that it is a valid part of musical education for those who have an interest in it. 
Obviously in such a short space I cannot outline every detail of the Association’s activities throughout the year and I must there- fore, before I close, say something about the social seene. Our bar has been the most lucrative asset to date and it perpetually reinforces our liaison with Imperial College which has become very strong dur- ing the year. The acquisition of three new vending machines in the 
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canteen has proved to be popular as it counteracts congestion during 
orchestral breaks and lays open the possibility of socialising when 
everything closes down in the evening. 

We have also established a good relationship with the Kensington 
Committee of Friendship for Overseas Students and indeed a number 
of their members attended our formal S.A. concert last term which 
was followed by a party. We were told that they enjoyed themselves 
very much and we hope that our liaison with them will continue in 
the future. 

Our parties have all been successful, no losses incurred, and | 
get the impression that people are becoming more and more tempted 
by our canteen advertisements. The party to beat them all was of 
course the May Ball which I think everyone agrees was a great 
success this year. We are indebted to Jack Forsyth of the Opera 
Department for his help in the preparations and also to those Com- 
mittee members who sacrificed precious hours to make the evening 
all that it was. 

The outlook for next year is good—I look forward to enrolling as 
a member of the newly formed table-tennis club and also to attending 
the first S.A. concert of the season which will be on Friday 3 November 
1978. 

All that remains for me to say is a word of appreciation to the 
Committee of 1977/78 for all their hard work and on. their behalf 
to wish the Committee of 1978/79 the best of luck for their year. 

JOHN LYONS 

CORRESPONDENCE 
Dear Sir, 
I fear that the Corrigendum that you printed on p. 50 of the May 

1978 issue of the Magazine is entirely unnecessary. With the greatest 
respect to your correspondent, whatever transcription of Bach's 
Toccata and Fugue in D minor was used in Walt Disney’s film 
‘Fantasia’, it certainly was not that by Henry Wood (Klenovsky) as 
suggested. I have checked a recording of the sound-track of the film 
against a score of the Henry Wood version (oup, 1934) and it bears no 
resemblance in the main. To offer two brief comparisons: the opening 
‘shake’ and subsequent downward scale in the first Adagio section of 
the Toccata is given to wood-wind alone in the Henry Wood version 
whilst the sound-track unmistakably reproduces upper strings; again 
the treble arpeggio figures in the fifth bar of the Allegro of the 
Toccata are given in the Wood version to upper wood-wind, celesta, 
and harps whilst the film track sounds harps alone. I admit that the 
acoustics of early film sound-recording could betray a lot of high 
frequency detail but there are many other glaring differences. 

I have checked with the Oxford University Press who held world- 
wide (including USA) copyrights in the Henry Wood version in 1936, 
the year that the music was recorded for ‘Fantasia’, and to the best 
of their knowledge they never sold the rights to Disney. The Disney 
Productions recording claims all rights to the music in the film with 
the exception of the Dukas and Stravinski works. Since Sir Henry 
Wood had prepared his transcription for a Promenade Concert on 5 
October 1929, and Leopold Stokowski released the first recording of 
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his own orchestration of the Bach (HMV. D. 1428) on 6 April 1927, I believe that there can be no evidence to suggest that Stokowski copied Wood, 

There are, however, further facts to support the possibility that it was a Stokowski version that was used by Disney. Oscar Fischinger, an avant garde animated film maker from Munich had arrived in the States during the mid-thirties to work with the Paramount Studios, This was the result of his having won prizes at the Venice and Brussels Exhibitions in 1935 with his film, ‘Composition in Blue’. (Earlier in 1931, Fischinger had already animated the first half of the Dukas, ‘L’Apprenti Sorcier’, but had run out of funds and could not clear the copyright for the remainder of the work.) In 1936, having clashed with producers at Paramount, Fischinger now approached Leopold Stokowski with the idea of making a film to the conductor’s transcription of the Bach. Stokowski, however, offered the idea to Disney who was thinking about embarking on ‘Fantasia’ at the time, (See article in The RCM Magazine, Vol. 67, No. 1). Fischinger was asked to work on the sequence with the studio but, again, there were differences and in the end his material was not used, though it is logical to deduce that the Stokowski orchestration was. 

DONALD FRANCKE This correspondence is now closed—EDITOR 

Dear Sir, 

Nadia Boulanger has authorized me to do research so that I may write her biography for W. W, Norton, the American publisher, Be- cause of her numerous trips to the RCM, there must be many former students (and perhaps staff as well) with vivid memories of her master classes or of concerts and studies they may have carried out elsewhere at her suggestion. I would be grateful to receive letters, photos, diary entries, tapes of concerts or classes, or any sort of reminiscence from those who have known her in any capacity. All material will be acknowledged, and returned if the sender so desires. 

Yours faithfully, 

LEONIE ROSENTIEL 

c/o W. W. Norton and Co. Ltd., 

500 Fifth Avenue, 

New York, N.Y. 10036. 

FIFTY YEARS AGO 

In his address in September 1928 the Director took occasion to reflect on changes of the fifty years preceding that time. His words seem to have a present-day application: 

Fifty years ago [i.e., 1878] some of us were living in what we now call the spacious days of Victoria . . . [Now, in many ways] is life quickening around us, bringing every day some new acceleration . . . The only thing that has not altered is the necessity to work despite all our surroundings... To be a fine player nowadays is far harder than it was 50 years ago—the standard of technique has gone up immensely—young people start where 
the mature performer of yesterday has arrived at... 
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Fifty years ago we had to make most of our own music, and nowadays 
an unparalleled amount is made for us . , . We cannot attain our object 
successfully by all the apparatus in the world but by our individual efforts 
only . . . Teachers and methods and apparatus are perhaps today too fully 
fool-proof to leave enough to the imagination of those who learn... 

Is it easier to work today than it was 50 years ago? I doubt it. There 
is considerably more stimulus and excitement, but there is less room for 

contemplation and reflection . . . Each age has its own stimulus, to which 
those who live in it must respond or perish .. . And so we are all in the 
soup together. Let us hope we find it nourishing. 

In a Tennis Tournament in the summer of 1928 (President, Dr 
C. H. Kitson), H. H. Fernback, W. Wilson, O. P. Peasgood, and R. W., 
Nicholson reached the semi-finals of the Men’s Singles; in the final, 
Wilson beat Nicholson. At a College Dance on 1 June 1928, held in the 
Imperial College Union, 

we were given a very excellent Cabaret Show including a graceful dance 
by Miss Imogen Holst—‘clair de la lune’, with a very appropriate setting, 
as with the lights out, the full light of the moon shone through the windows 
of the hall. 

At the Promenade Concerts in Queen’s Hall the following were 
given first performances: Arthur Benjamin, Concertino for pianoforte 
and orchestra (1 September); Corelli, Concerto in C minor, Op. 6, No. 
4, in an arrangement for modern string orchestra by Rupert Erlebach. 

THE RCM UNION 

SECRETARY'S NOTES 

The annual At Home was held on 22 June when about 400 

members and guests were present. We are most grateful to Joseph 

Cooper and his wife for presenting such an enjoyable part of the 
entertainment, and also to the two teams of Collegians who were 
called from the audience to have their musical knowledge tested. Our 
thanks go also to Alexander Knapp whose contribution was obviously 
much appreciated. One couldn’t have had a better start to the pro- 
gramme than the delightful singing of Barber Shop Songs sung by a 

quartet of students. 

In the Easter Term, magazine members were asked if they would 
be interested in reviving an RCM Union dinner periodically. Only two 
members have responded, one for and one against. It seems clear 

from this that there is not sufficient interest in such a project at the 

moment. 

We are glad to welcome a number of leavers to the ex-student 
section of the Union. 

SYLVIA LATHAM 

Honorary Secretary. 
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Bridget Adams 
Duncan Archard 
Mrs H. Bennet-Clark 

(Virginia Andrewes) 
Denise Clark 
Christina Clarke 

(Mrs, J. Bennett) 
Julia Collins 
Michael Cook 
Joseph Cooper 
Mrs D. Dawes 

(Dori Furth) 
Sheila Donovan 
Denis Fielder 
Adrian Fish 
Mrs P, Fisher 
Richard Graves 
Peter Goulbourne 
Mrs A, Greening 

(Patricia Coltman) 
Sir Charles Groves 
Alison Hall 
Susan Haswell 
Susanne Hathaway 
David Johnston 
Ilan Kapelner 

Director. 

Statingly delivered. 

Elliott, 
Shelley to compete 
Stainer, and Edgar 

The evening’s entertainment, 
Theatre, opened with a performance by a Barber Shop Quartet, con- sisting of four students, 
Buchanan, and John Hall who Sang with great style. After an encore they were followed by 
lecture us on ‘Lieder Libretti’, and his sibilant syllables were deva- 

NEW MEMBERS 

Andrew Kennaugh 
*Mrs J. Kirvan 
(Alison Monk) 

Charles Knights 
Clifford Lantaff 
Kevin Leese 
Moyra Lewis 
Pauline Lowbury 
Christopher Muhley 
Joy Naylor 
Tessa Nurney 
Susan Paul 
Janice Phillimore 
Sally Quick 
Andrew Read 
Susan Rennie 
Tamsin Richards 
Pamela Rudge 

(Mrs D. Smith) 
Carol Sheppard 
Jane Sinclair 
Julie Taylor 
Sally Wickett 
Adrian Williams 
Roy Woodhams 
Elisabeth Wooding 

* re-joined 

THE UNION ‘AT HOME’ 

Once again it was rewarding to see so many students, past and present, in the Concert Hall on 22 June 1978. The refreshments were delicious, as always, and the conversation lively. 
After a short speech from the Director, including a special vote of thanks to Sylvia Latham for all her hard work as Union Secretary, Sir David introduced the evening’s special guest—Joseph Cooper. Known to most people as pianist, lecturer, and television personality, it seemed he was also an organ scholar and Old Cliftonian like the 

which took place in the Opera 

Stephen Hill, Philip Salmon, Stewart 

‘Herr’ Alexander Knapp. He proceeded to 

The second half of the programme was devoted to Joseph Cooper, starting with a college version of ‘Face the Music’. He invited Marjorie Bernard Stevens, Michael Gough Matthews, and Howard 
against Hilary Macnamara, John Forster, John 
Evans. After questions on piano concertos and song titles, the audience was invited to guess various tunes and com- posers’ styles, and at one point even encouraged to sing a chorus from ‘My Fair Lady’. 



But the main part of Mr Cooper’s entertainment was his descrip- 
tion of Oxford undergraduate life as he had known it, from a musical 
point of view. His imitation of ‘the Crab’,* and his incredibly agile 
performance at the organ-pianoforte, legs and all, had us all in 
stitches. 

Our thanks to all the artists who took part, not least Mrs Cooper 
for turning over what looked like hand-knitted music, and to all the 

other people who work so hard behind the scenes. 
If you came this year, please do come again in 1979—if not. why 

not? 

DAPHNE SLATER 

*For the benefit of all whose education was on the banks of Thames or Cam 
rather than Isis, this was the sobriquet of A. S. Owen, a classics don of Mr 
Cooper's college (Keble) and well-known Oxford figure of my day. The precision 
of his somewhat dry scholarship was renowned. ‘He was delightfully unkempt 
and ungainly, and deserved the nickname of “the Crab” from the way he swung 
a malformed arm. But he repoiced in it and there came the rapturous moment 
when he would say “Call me Crab’, and you did, He never succeeded in having 
a proper shave, and his face was marred by cuts and little tufts of hair, while 
his waistcoat carried many signs of his breakfast and cigarettes ... But he was 
generous and kind and not lacking in worldly wisdom’. (Bowra, ‘Memories 1898- 
1939’, pp. 100-101). He was Douglas Fox's tutor at Keble. — Ed. 

ACTA MAJORUM 

THE QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY HONOURS, 1978 

ORDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE: 

Officer of the Order: Dennis Arundell, FRCM 

Member of the Order: Geoffrey Tankard, FRCM 

THE ROYAL COLLEGIAN AT HOME AND ABROAD 

APPOINTMENTS 

THE DIRECTOR took office as President of the Incorporated Society of Musicians 
in April, 1978. 

DAVID GREED, who on leaving the College a year ago joined the Sadler's Wells 
Royal Ballet Orchestra, has been appointed, at the early age of 22, to be leader 
of the orchestra for the new English National Opera North which begins work 
in Leeds in November 1978. 

RICHARD HODGES has been appointed to the staff of Latymer School, Edmonton, 
London, 

After completing her post-graduate Certificate in Education at St. John’s 
College, York, FRANCES MARSH has been appointed to the staff of Copmanthorpe 
County Junior School, York. 

ANDREW REED has been appointed Head of Woodwind at Wells Cathedral 
School from September 1978. His wife, Sarah Hewitt-Jones, will also be teaching 
there. 

MICHAEL WEARNE has been appointed Assistant County Music Inspector for 
Kent, and Director of the Kent Music School from September 1978. 
AWARDS 

ALEXANDER BAILLIE has won the Muriel Taylor Scholarship of £800 and 
intends to study with Pierre Fournier. 

JANIS KELLY has been awarded an Austrian Government Scholarship to study 
at the Mozarteum, Salzburg. 

PETER MEDHURST has won a similar award. 
CATHRYN POPE is the first holder of the Noel Gay Memorial award (£1,000) to 

help a young artist of outstanding talent and promise. 
Countess of Munster Scholarships have been awarded to STEWART BUCHANAN, 

MICHAEL EARLE, JANUSZ STECHLEY, MARK BAILEY, PAULINE LOWBURY, ROBERT RAMUS, 

KATHRYN STOTT, and GEOFFREY COLMER. 
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«IRST PERFORMANCES 
‘Anniversary’ for Piano by PETER RACINE FRICKER Was yiven at the 1978 Cheltenham Festival for the first time. The title reflects the composer’s entry to the rom 40 years ago as well as the 80th anniversary of Brahms’s death. Symphony No, 2 by ANTHONY MILNER, for soprano and tenor soloists, chorus, and orchestra, received its first performance on 13 July 1978 by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra at the Opening concert of the Liverpool Festival of Sacred Music. The conductor was MEREDITH DAVIES, who, like the composer, is one of our Fellows, 
‘African Sanctus’ by DAVID FANSHAWE was included in the ‘Three Choirs’ Festival at Worcester on 25 September 1978. 

PUBLICATIONS 
SAMUEL AKPABOT: ‘Three Nigerian Dance (oup) 

JAN COPLEY; ‘The Music of Charles Wood—a critical study’ (Thames Publishing Co., 14 Barlby Road, London, W.10. Limited edition of 475 copies, £7.50 each). 
RECORDINGS 

Beethoven, Piano Sonatas No, 30, 31, 32, Opp. 109-111, played by KENDALL TAYLOR (Meridian, E 77007). 
JULIAN LLOYD WEBBER and YITKIN SEOW have recorded a for cello and piano, including the first recording to be made of for Enigma Records, 
ROBERT WOOLLEY has recorded Purcell’s complete harpsichord work on two discs (Saga 5461), The performance received unqualified praise in The Times for 29 July 1978, 

MISCELLANEOUS 
To celebrate the 70th birthday of JEAN COULTHARD, a gala all-Coulthard concert was held under the aegis of the Vancouver Women’s Musical Club in April 1978. A native of Vancouver, Miss Coulthard studied at the RCM under R. O Morris and Ralph Vaughan Williams. 
KENNETH ¥, JONES has received the Golden Camera Award of the U.S. Industrial Festival, Mlinois, for his music to the Admiralty Film, ‘The sea can kill’, Other recent awards to him include the Bisfa Export Award (for ‘The Age of Invention’) and the Diploma of Honour, Lisbon Film Festival (for ‘Midland Country’), Hig Organ Sonata No. 1 was included by RICHARD COULSON in an RCO recital, 6 June 1978, and the Duo Antiqua performed his ‘Remembrance of an Inward Eye’ for violin and harpsichord at their recital in memory of CHARLES THORNTON LOFTHOUSE at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre on 20 June 1978. His ‘Dialysis’, also for violin and harpsichord, has been recorded by RICHARD COULSON and PETRONELLA DITTMER for Wealden Recordings (ws 173), Chester/Hansen have recently published his ‘Chorale, Ceremony, and Toccata’ for Organ, and the music to the film ‘The Brute’ was composed and conducted by him, JOAN LITTLEJOHN’S poem ‘The Hearth’ was placed by Daphne du Maurier in the Top Twenty from over 300 entries submitted to the ‘New Poetry Magazine’ Competition, 

ANDREE MAILLARD-BACK (Mrs Nicholas Choveaux) sang in a performance of the ‘Hymn of Praise’ with the Bonn Bach Choir, and is taking part in eight concerts in Norway during November. 
On 15 July 1978 the Croydon Youth Orchestra gave its last performance under RALPH NICHOLSON, having been in existence for 33 years. STEPHEN ROSE was engaged by South American Opera in Bogota, Colombia, for a three-month season in July, August, and September 1978 to coach the Season's operatic repertoire, His wife (MERRIL JENKINS) was singing in ‘Don Giovanni’, ‘La Bohéme’, and ‘Carmen’, 
KENDALL TAYLOR fulfilled a concert tour in Canada during November and December 1977, also giving master-classes in several Canadian universities, and during February 1978 he twice played Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 5 in Istanbul with the State Symphony Orchestra as well as giving recitals there and in Ankara, At the end of August 1978 he began an extensive tour of Australia, giving concerts, lecture-recitals, and master-classes, to be followed by a return vis't to Japan, including a recital in Tokyo. 
NORIKO TSUCHIHASHI gave a piano recital at the Wigmore Hall on 10 July 1978. 

s’ for string orchestra and timpani 

number of pieces 
Delius’s ‘Romance’, 



ee — 

RALPH NICHOLSON conducted Handel’s ‘Messiah’ at The Dome, Brighton, on Good 
Friday 1978, the soloists including JENNIFER HIGGINS (contralto) and PAUL WILSON 
(bass); GAVIN BROWN was the organist. He also conducted the Guildford Symphony 
Orchestra (leader, LIONEL BENTLEY) in a concert on 11 March 1978 which included 
the ‘Concerto for Dances’ by JOSEPH HOROVITZ, in which the soloist was JOHN 
FORSTER. 

JUNE GORDON (Marchioness of Aberdeen) conducted the Haddo House Choral 
and Operatic Society and the Haddo House Concert Orchestra in Elgar's ‘The 
Apostles’ and ‘The Kingdom’ on successive days, 13 and 14 May 1978, at Haddo 
House Hall, Aberdeen, with the following Collegians among the soloists: NIEL 
JENKINS, STEPHEN ROBERTS, SARAH WALKER, BRIAN RAYNER COOK, LEON GOOSSENS 
was in the orchestra. 

CAROLINE FRIEND (soprano), JULIAN PIKE (tenor), and STEPHEN ROBERTS (bass) 
were the soloists in Delius’s ‘A Mass of Life’ given by the Somerset Opera 
Company in April 1978. 

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS 
* Collegian 

BIRTHS 
FANSHAWE: to Judith and David Fanshawe*, a daughter, Rebecca Eva, 
24 August 1978, a sister for Alexander. 

GREENING: to Patricia* (Coltman) and Anthony Greening*, a daughter, 
Victoria, 9 May 1978. 

LINDLEY: to Carol and Simon Lindley*, a son, Dominic Francis Mark, a 

brother for Nicolas, 16 July 1978. 

LUCAS-SMITH: to Rosalind* (Thompson) and Anthony Lucas-Smith, a son, 
Martin Vaughan, 14 October 1977. 

SODRING: to Janet* (Colebrooke) and Michael Sodring, a son, Christopher 
Michael, 24 May 1978. 

MARRIAGES 
BENNETT—CLARKE; John Bennett to Christina Clarke*, 18 March 1978. 

DUDLEY—BECKINGHAM: Roger Dudley to Anne Beckingham*, 11 August 
1978. 

FIVET—PAGE: Edmond Charles Paul Fivet* to Elizabeth Ann Page*, 12 July 
1978. 

HOWARD—MALCOLM: Colin Howard* to Fiona Malcolm, 15 July 1978. 

MORRELL—WATERS: William Morrell to Linda Waters, 27 May 1978. 

POLL—COLEMAN: David Poll to Sarah Coleman*, 27 May 1978. 

REED—HEWITT-JONES: Andrew Reed* to Sarah Hewitt-Jones*, 12 August 
1978. 

SCOTT—KIRKLAND-WILSON: Charles Scott to Brigid Kirkland-Wilson, 1 
April 1978. 

SMITH—RUDGE: Dennis Smith to Pamela Rudge*, 5 August 1978. 

DEATHS 
APPLETON, Andrew, 8 May 1978. 

ARONOWITZ, Cecil, 7 September 1978. 

ERLEBACH, Rupert Oswald, 2 September 1978. 

FOX, Douglas Gerard Arthur, 23 September 1978. 

DENNY, James Runciman, 29 May 1978. 

DICKINSON, Alan Edgar Frederic, 20 August 1978. 

GORDON, John Barritt, 18 June 1978. 

RUNGE, Gladys, 18 September 1978. 

SHARPE, Cedric, 4 July 1978. 

TUCKER, Norman Walter Gwyne, 10 August 1978. 
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OBITUARY 

VALLY LASKER 

Vally Lasker, whose death on 29 March 1978 at the age of 93 was announced in our previous issue, lectured to the crsm course at the College from January 1943 to March 1946, and after her retirement from St Paul’s Girls’ School in 1960 she was a familiar figure here, binding and repairing the music in the Opera School Library almost up to the time of her death. But her life’s work was at St Paul's, and it has added significance because of her close association there with Gustay Holst, whom she assisted by copying and arranging his music, sometimes trying it out in one form or another before it became public. Of this side of her work the College possesses valuable mementos in the form of a quantity of Holst’s music in manuscript, partly in her hand and partly in the composer's, which she presented to us and which is now suitably bound by the generosity of G, & I, Holst, Ltd. 

Vally Lasker was born in Berlin of Jewish parentage on 13 February 1885, but while she was still a baby the family moved to Freiburg, of which she retained happy memories, Her mother, an excellent amateur pianist, taught her to play the piano until about the time they moved to London in 1899. She became a pupil of Mrs Norman O'Neill in the autumn of 1901. Her official connection with St Paul’s Girls’ School began in 1913, but before that she had already taught there in a part-time capacity as a student teacher. Late in life she embraced Christianity, and joined the Church of England. 

IMOGEN HOLST, the composer's daughter and herself a Collegian, writes: 
It was in 1912 that J first met Vally Lasker, I was five, and I soon knew that she ‘belonged’ as if she were part of the family, ‘You will like her’, my mother told me, while we were waiting for Vally to come to our house in Barnes to give me my first piano lesson from anyone except my father. I’ve never forgotten that lesson, She said, ‘There’s no need to look down at your hands; you've got eyes In your finger-tips’. 

As a teacher, Vally was a perfectionist. She had learned the piano from Mrs Norman O'Neill, whom she rightly described as ‘strict, and sparing in her praises’, During the early years of the century Vally coached some of Mrs O'Neill’s pupils at St Paul’s Girls’ School before becoming a full member of the music staff, and it was there that she met my father, By 1912 they had become close friends and she was already helping him as an amanuensis. 
She had the right qualities for an amanuensis: enthusiasm, energy, and tireless determination, Her ex-pupils from St. Paul's can remember her energy; to one of them, who is now an artist, she seemed ‘ferocious’. It is true that her sudden exclamation ‘Pfui!’ could make one jump. And her rapid fortissimo commands (such as ‘FETCH-me-my-viola!’) could sound disconcertingly abrupt. But her vigour was not aggressive; it was exuberant. Ex-pupils speak of ‘her generosity of mind and warm encouragement of younger musicians’; ‘she always treated children as her equals in music’; ‘she was an admirer of confidence as a quality’; ‘she taught us not just an instrument but music’, Another ex-Paulina, now a professional pianist, has said, ‘After a meeting of Vally’s Junior Musical Society in which, at the age of twelve, I gave a long talk on the life of Bach, she said, “It was a very good lecture very badly delivered’”,’—a typically helpful piece of advice that was never forgotten, 

Vally’s criticism was always practical. This was one of the many things about her that my father appreciated, He was grateful to her for so much; for her playing, her singing, her conducting of choirs and orchestras; for her skill in arranging piano reductions from full scores; for her thoroughness in preparing the lectures she gave to audiences who approved of her ‘natural easy way of talking’; for the unembarrassing programme notes she wrote about his own music (‘thank you for what you said and for what you did not say’); and for her willingness to deputise for others in her busy life. He was even grateful for her willingness to correct proofs, though he had his doubts about this, saying that it was one of the few things she was Worse at than he was himself. 



I know he always felt grateful for her enjoyment of life. He used to speak 
of what he called her ‘speciality’ for cheering people up and for spreading a 
‘Jupiterian’ influence on all around her. His friend W. G. Whittaker was one 
of the many musicians who often accepted Vally’s hospitality when visiting 
London for the night; her flat at 103 Talgarth Road became known as ‘The 
Jolly Talgarth’ (there was no main road traffic in those days), If by chance 
Vally was unable to be there when her guests arrived she never let it worry 
her; she had an enviable capacity for concentrating on the essentials of life, 
such as music, and disregarding any less important distractions. There was a 
memorable occasion when she went to Paris as Dorothy Silk's accompanist to 
give the first performance of my father’s ‘Twelve Songs’, Op. 48. He wrote me 
a letter about it, saying ‘Paris was, I think, a success ... Vally left her evening 
dress behind in London and, characteristically, was the only female to be unper- 
turbed. She played really well’. 

Vally and Nora Day were my father’s chief helpers while he was writing 
‘The Planets’. They used to play his two-piano arrangement as soon as each 
movement was finished (several of these manuscripts, showing details in Vally’s 
writing, are in the Parry Room Library: rcmM Mss 4557-61). They also helped 
him to write out the full score (Bodleian Ms Mus.b.18/1-7). This was an immense 
task. He couldn’t have completed it alone, as he suffered from neuritis in his 
right arm, Long afterwards, Vally told some of her pupils, ‘Miss Day and I 
often helped him with his writing when his arm ached and so we learned to do 
things we would not otherwise have done’, 

When my father died in 1934 Vally lost her chief source of human encourage- 
nent. But she went on making music with unimpaired energy, conducting singers 
who had sung in his Whitsun festivals, and arranging piano reductions of 
munuscript full scores for his friend Vaughan Williams. She continued to teach 
at St Paul’s Girls’ School until she was seventy-five. Byt this time she was 
struggling with increasing deafness, but her courage didn’t fail her. She began 
working for the Royal College of Music, binding and repairing vocal scores in the 
opera department (I occasionally heard her passionate protests about the way 
some of the singing students treated their copies), She kept up this work until 
she was over ninety. When she wrote to me a few weeks before her death, 
saying ‘I hope there won't be a 94th birthday’, the words were not a complaint; 
they were a statement. It is good to know that until the very end of her long 
life she was still being thanked for her ‘speciality’ of cheering people up, 

MAJOR RENE CAPRARA 
René Caprara, whose death was briefly noted in our previous issue, died on 

11 December 1977 in hospital near his home in the Transvaal, South Africa, 
aged 89. He was a clarinet student at the College just before the outbreak of 
World War I, Mrs DOROTHY NICHOLSON writes: 

René Caprara was born in Mauritius on 12 February 1888 and spent most 
of his early life with his musician father, travelling the world. Being rejected 
on account of poor eyesight for active service in the War, he came to South 
Africa as principal clarinet in the Cape Town Symphony Orchestra. He later 
enlisted in the South African forces, and served in East Africa. 

At the end of the 1914-18 War he became interested in the then developing 
‘wireless’, Thereafter he developed broadcasting in South Africa, and finally, 
when the government took over its control, he became the first Director-General 
of the South African Broadcasting Corporation, He remained in that position 
throughout World War II, during which he was accorded a majority for purposes 
of visiting his broadcasting teams in the field. 

He retired at the age of 61 in 1949, and thereafter spent his time either 
at his home at Henley-on-Klip or travelling the world in his motor caravan, ‘Cap’, 
as everyone knew him, was one of the best known and best loved figures in 
South Africa. He died after a series of strokes, and leaves a daughter and a 
grandson. 

CEDRIC SHARPE 
Cedric Sharpe, who was one of the most distinguished English orchestral 

and chamber music cellists of his generation, died on 4 July 1978 at the age of 
87. Born on 13 April 1891, he was the son of Herbert Sharpe, who was one of 
the original Scholars (pianoforte) of the National Training School for Music 
(precursor of the rcm) and who joined the professorial staff of the College in 
1884. Cedric won a scholarship to the College in 1907. BERNARD sHORE, who knew 
him well, contributes the following personal memoir: 
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Cedric was one of the most outstanding cellists—and characters—of his day. He was certainly the best company amongst all his friends, whether musicians or otherwise. There was never a dull moment when he was about, and many a tedious rehearsal was enlightened by some under-cover quip in the orchestra Or provocative remark in the quartet. If a member of the group he was playing with was inclined to be proper and rather strait-laced, out would come a bellyful of Rabelaisian humour, as he loved to shock people. As for his playing, he seemed to be a natural cellist, becoming completely involved in what he was expressing, with a glowing warmth of tone that would instantly arrest the cars of audience or colleague. As for technical problems, they never seemed to bother him, for he had his own philosophy about practising. 
Someone asked him, ‘What do you do about practising?’ ‘Well’, he replied, ‘one day I might take the cello out of its box and nothing would go right. The tone would sound b-awful, the instrument just an egg-box. So I put it in its box again, Another day, I’d take it out, play a few notes, and, my word! the cello would sound like the finest Strad, and every passage as easy as falling off a log. So, I'd put it in its box again’, 
Actually, he told me that his father kept his nose to the grindstone so hard, making him practise for hours a day (though I have later been informed that it was his mother who was the tyrant), that he nearly gave up music. Hence his technique, formed at the right age. He had two illustrious godfathers, Arnold Bennett and Frank Brangwyn, and as Elgar was a close friend of his father, it was no wonder he had a g00d start in life. Nevertheless, his education was curious, as he did not go to school until he was about fourteen, but suffered a series of foreign tutors, and, being an only child, became somewhat spoilt At the age of five, when left alone for an hour or two, he turned on all the laps he could find in the house, and just bathed in the flood. 
In 1907 he won a scholarship at the rem which he shared with Beatrice Harrison, and studied with W. H, Squire during one of the College’s golden periods, After leaving in 1912 he immediately gaye a recital at the Wigmore Hall, got married, and formed the Philharmonic Quartet with Arthur Beckwith and Eugene Goossens (1st and 2nd violins), and Raymond Jeremy (viola), Then came World War I, He joined up as a private in the Glamorgan Yeomanry and was later commissioned in’ the newly-formed Tank Corps, in which he served in the Ypres and Passchaendale battles. It was after the frightful effect of a barrage and continual blast of gun- and shell-fire that his memory was affected, and he gave up all ideas of a purely solo career and devoted himself to chamber music and orchestral playing. It must also have had some effect on his ears, as he told us in his typical way at rehearsal, ‘Speak up, old boy, remember this ear [pointing to it with the tip of his bow] is a bit of a dud!’ 
After the war he returned to the Philharmonic Quartet and also joined us in the Spencer Dyke Quartet, where I enjoyed his company to the full. The leader and cellist were totally different characters and it was fun to watch the Way the ingredients would mingle or explode. Cedric’s Rabelaisian humour severely shocked Dykes, who was highly respectable, None the less, it was a hanpy quartet, and we worked extremely hard. During a rehearsal I asked him why he didn't play concertos, ‘Can't afford iv, he replied. ‘I should have to practise, and I’ve got to earn a living!’ He certainly required the wherewithal, as he liked expensive cars and good living. One of his cars, a Lagonda, was a bad starter, so he had to have an Austin Seven in order to tow her until she started, 

The Dyke Quartet eventually broke up and Cedric then became a member of the Virtuoso Quartet led by Marjorie Hayward, This quartet was formed largely for gramophone recording and made many records by what was then the new electrical recording process. By this time (about 1928) he had become a professor at the RAM where he taught for about 30 years. It is sad that he never appeared on the staff of the rcm, for it was with us that his roots lay; this explains his rather embittered attitude to the College. He also took Felix Salmond’s place in that superb group of famous artists, the Chamber Music Players, consisting of Albert Sammons, Lionel Tertis, Cedric Sharpe, and William Murdoch, To hear them play, with uninhibited enjoyment, the great works for Piano Quartet was pure inspiration and remains an unforgettable memory to this day. They were such great artists, and they played for the sake of playing. The tremendous individuality of each and their huge enjoyment made every performance thrilling. 



Meanwhile, Cedric became principal cellist and « director of the London 
Symphony Orchestra, until he changed to the London Philharmonic in 1941. 
As a principal cellist he was renowned for his solo playing in the orchestra, 
having the power and confidence to come through with his illimitable tone and 
personality. Elgar told him after his playing of the cello variation in the “Enigma” 
Variations (No. XII), ‘That is exactly how I want it played’. 

Cedric wrote a number of pieces for the cello and a book of orchestral 
studies (published by Novello) which has been much appreciated by his colleagues 
as well as students. He had two passionate interests other than music: pictures 
and wood. He loved the feel of all kinds of wood, the intricate pattern of the 
grain and the beauty of trees. He pottered in his workshop, but without the 
skill he possessed in music. Above all he adored good company, whether in 
pub or party. He will always be remembered by his generation as a great and 
lovable character, and a unique cellist with whom it is a wonderful privilege to 
have worked. 

NORMAN TUCKER 

Norman Walter Gwyne Tucker, who was born at Wembley on 24 April 1910, 
died on 10 August 1978 (not 10 June, as inadvertently stated by The Times on 
14 August, where also his third Christian name was mis-spelt ‘Gwynn’), He 
went up to Oxford from St Paul’s School in 1929, and there, while reading 
Honour Moderations and Lit, Hum. (in which he took first and second classes 
respectively), ‘Mr N. W. G. Tucker (New College)’ became known as a fine 
pianist. Among other things he played J. S. Bach’s D minor Concerto (nwv 1052) 
under Reginald Jacques as part of the comprehensive Oxford Musical Festival 
organized by Sir Hugh Allen in the summer term of 1930. On going down 
from Oxford, he came to study at the rcm, holding a Leverhulme Scholarship 
1933-4, and working under R. O, Morris and Harold Samuel, He distinguished 
himself by being chosen as the soloist in Brahms’s 2nd Piano Concerto, Op. 83 
under Sir Thomas Beecham when that maestro came to conduct the First 
Orchestra on 16 February 1934, He received the Dannreuther Prize for a concerto 
performance, and was awarded the Octavia Scholarship on his leaving in July 1934. 

He then began a promising career as a solo pianist, but trouble with his 
hand unhappily put an end to this, though he continued to play in private. 
During the War he served in the Treasury as secretary to Sir Kingsley Wood, 
Sir John Anderson, and Hugh Dalton, work which occupied him from 1939 to 
1945. On James Robertson’s invitation he joined him as co-director of Sadlers 
Wells Opera after the War, becoming sole artistic director in 1954 and retiring 
on account of ill health in 1966. In 1956 he was appointed chr and he was made 
a governor of the Royal Ballet in 1957. 

His services to Sadlers Wells were important, both artistically and financially. 
We are grateful to Mr TOM HAMMOND, Music Consultant of the ENO, who was 
Tucker's colleague and knew him well, for the following personal tribute: 

I first came to know Norman Tucker soon after the war, when he came 
to join the staff at Sadlers Wells, where I was already a repetiteur and where, 
in the years extending up to 1966, he was to make his mark as an outstanding 
Director of the Opera, in a perilous and difficult, but always progressive period 
of the Company’s history. 

During these formative years, I came to know him very well and we worked 
together on many musical projects. He was always a very early riser and on 
a number of occasions I was summoned to meet him in his office soon after 
8 am, to play the orchestral part on a second piano, while he perfected and 
memorised a Mozart concerto for example. I would also be bidden to meet him 
at a similar hour to work on our translations of (then) unknown Verdi operas 
such as ‘Simon Boccanegra’ (1948), ‘Nabucco’ (1952) and ‘Luisa Miller’ (1954), 

Norman Tucker’s life was perhaps shot through with a certain sadness 
from the moment his career as a piano virtuoso was cut short because of a 
hand injury, whilst later on the last twelve years of his life after retirement 
were dogged by ill-health. 

However, he achieved many brilliant things and scored many great successes 
during his enlightened directorship of the Opera then at Sadlers Wells Theatre, 
with a wide-ranging repertoire embracing the classics and many new works 
by British and foreign composers, At the same time, he nurtured much native 
talent which is now in the forefront of operatic activity both at home and 
abroad. 
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RUPERT ERLEBACH 
Rupert Oswald Erlebach, who died in hospital at Cheltenham on 2 September 

1978, suffered a grievous impairment of eyesight from his birth on 16 November 
1894. But this affliction was never allowed to interfere with his independence 
of spirit, his courtesy, or the conscientious discharge of his duties, Nor did it 
prevent his winning the Grove Scholarship (1915) and the Arthur Sullivan Prize 
(1917) whilst a student at the Rcm from June 1912 to December 1920, where he 
studied composition under Stanford, Vaughan Williams, and Holst, 

For a time he served as Assistant Honorary Treasurer of the rcm Union, 
in which capacity he met his future wife, Miss Marjorie Wills, herself an ex- 

Collegian and at that time Assistant Honorary Secretary of the Union, whom he 

married in June 1928. They celebrated their Golden Wedding a few days before 
the onset of his last illness. After the death of William Barclay Squire in 1927 
he took charge of what is now the Parry Room Library of the Rem. Squire had 

catalogued the College’s manuscripts, and when in 1931 four copies of his 

catalogue of these were typed*, as a tribute to his memory, the result was 
headed as ‘with additions by Rupert Erlebach’. His work in the Parry Room 
was acknowledged by so tiny an honorarium that it must be thought of as 

voluntary. 
On the closure of the library at the outbreak of War in 1939, Erlebach’s 

work for the College came to an unfortunate end, and he took employment 
with a firm of Chartered Patent Agents. Meanwhile he had become Secretary 
of the [Royal] Musical Association, a post he occupied for sessions 1930-31 to 
1955-6 inclusive, In 1933 he himself read a paper to the Association on William 
Lawes and his string music. He was an active member of the Plainsong and 
Mediaeval Music Society, and in 1954-5 his editions of four items from the 
Eton Choir Book appeared as numbers 64-67 of that Society's publications, 
"The top copy is at the rom. The three other copies are in the British Library (Reference 

Division), the Bodleian Library, and the Cambridge University Library, 

A. E. F. DICKINSON 
Alan Edgar Frederic Dickinson, who died on 20 August 1978 aged 79, was, 

like Norman Tucker, one of those who rather more commonly than now came 
to the rcm from Oxford. He went to school at Rugby and then, a little late 
because of the War, went up to Balliol College, Oxford in 1919, proceeding 
straight to Lit, Hum, without the preliminary of Honour Mods, He then had a 
year at the rem, 1933-4, working at piano and composition, and he was also 
a member of Colles’s Critics’ Class of which Frank Howes spoke in our most 
recent issue. In 1926 he took the Oxford degree of B MUS and was made HON ARCM 
in 1928. His career lay in the field of school and university music teaching, 
chiefly at Campbell College, Belfast, Oundle, Leighton Park School, Reading, and 

finally, in the post-War expansion of university music departments, as lecturer 
in the University of Durham. 

He will be remembered for his writings, all showing independence of thought 

couched in somewhat idiosyncratic phraseology, and covering a wide range of 

interest, from J. S. Bach to Berlioz, Wagner, and Vaughan Williams, His examina- 
tion of music syllabuses in the old School Certificate Examination which he 

contributed to a symposium edited by the present editor of this Magazine in 

1946 revealed his enlightened discernment, and made one suggestion, ‘a practical- 

listening paper’, on lines now quite frequently adopted in several sorts of 

examinations. 

JAMES DENNY 

James Runciman Denny died on 29 May 1978 at the age of 70. He was a 

student of the College from January 1926 to July 1927 before going up to 

Christ’s College, Cambridge, as organ scholar. He took the Cambridge degrees 

of BA in 1930 (subsequently ma) and of mus B in 1932. 

During World War IJ, as Lieut.-Colonel J. R. Denny (Royal Warwickshire 

Regiment) he was appointed mpe (Military Division) in the Birthday Honours List 

of 1944. In 1947 he succeeded W. K. Stanton as director of music for the Bac 

Midland Region after earlier work for the Bsc in other capacities, In 1950 he 

was appointed the first professor of music in the University of Leeds, a chair 

newly-established by the West Riding County Council. While at Leeds he 

published ‘The Oxford School Harmony’ (2° vols.) and was President of the 

Incorporated Society of Music in 1964. He retired from Leeds in 1971. 
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CECIL ARONOWITZ 
Cecil Solomon Aronowitz collapsed while playing at a concert at Snape 

Maltings, Aldeburgh, and died next day in hospital at Ipswich on 7 September 
1978, He was born in South Africa in 1916 and came to the rcm in 1935. His 
career here, interrupted by World War II, was in two parts, 1935-39 and 1946-47. 
Having already won a Cobbett Prize in 1919, he also won the Gibson, the Cobbett, 
and the Hurlstone Prizes in 1947, He became a Fellow of the College in 1971. 

From 1948 he was a member of our professorial staff until his appointment 
as Head of Strings at the newly-established Royal Northern College of Music, 
after which he moved to the School of Advanced Musical Studies at Aldeburgh. 
As a distinguished viola player, he was known for his participation in important 
chamber music ensembles, as for instance the Melos Ensemble and the Cremona 
String Quartet, or as fifth man when the Amadeus Quartet played quintets. 
He had also been Principal Viola in the English Chamber Orchestra. 

We should be happy if it proved possible to publish a personal tribute in our 
neat ‘ssue, 

DOUGLAS FOX 
Douglas Gerard Arthur Fox was born at Putney, 12 July 1893, and died 

at Clifton, 23 September 1978, aged 85. He was educated at Clifton College, 
where A, H. Peppin was then Director of Music, the Royal College of Music, 
and Keble College, Oxford. At the rem he held a Foundation Scholarship (May 
1910-April 1913), winning the Challen Gold Medal in 1912 and the Organ 
Extemporising Prize in 1913. It was while on active service in World War I 
us a subaltern in the 4th Gloucester Regiment that he lost his right arm. 

We are glad to print below the tribute which sir DAVID WILLCOcKs contributed 
to The Times, 28 September 1978 (reprinted by permission). 

The death of Dr Douglas Fox, ope, rrcem, has robbed the musical profession 
of one of its most loved and respected members, Those who knew Douglas Fox 
throughout his long life witnessed the exciting development of a young musician 
of quite exceptional talent and promise, and the subsequent triumph of a man of 
Indomitable courage over cruel tragedy. 

The boy who held the first music scholarship offered at Clifton, and who 
was later clected to organ scholarships at the Royal College of Music and at 
Keble College, Oxford, was clearly destined for a brilliant career, It might have 
been as organist or as a concert pianist; for as an organist he won the Sawyer 
Prize (Arco), Lafontaine Prize (FRco), and Extemporization Prize at the RcM; 
and as a pianist he won the Challen Gold Medal at the rc. 

In these early years he not only won honours; he won also the affection 
and deep respect of Parry, Stanford, Parratt and Sharpe at the rcm, and of Allen 
at Oxford, and he gained the admiration and friendship of his contemporaries 
who included Herbert Howells and Walter Stanton. The future seemed exciting 
for this very gifted Oxford undergraduate until the Great War brought tragedy 
and human suffering, 

It was on 27 August 1917 that Douglas Fox was severely wounded. One 
can look in vain for any trace of bitterness, or of despair, or of self pity in the 
letter which he wrote with his left hand eight days later. ‘... on the 28th they 
took my arm (right) off just above the elbow. Apparently they consulted very 
carefully before doing it, but it seems to have been hopelessly shattered, and 
they thought I probably should not have lived if they had left it... ’, The 
musical world was deeply shocked at the news, and letters of sympathy and 
encouragement poured in to his family. It was Hugh Allen, above all, who 
offered practical help and advice, correctly forecasting that Douglas would 
‘come up on the right side of this disaster’. 

Despite his physical handicap Douglas Fox managed to build up a sizable 
repertoire for organ and piano recitals which he gave in all parts of the country 
and for the ppc. As might have been expected he gave particularly memorable 
performances of the Ravel Concerto for the Left Hand. 

But it was as Director of Music at Bradfield College (1918-30) and Clifton 
College (1931-57)) that ‘“Duggie” (as he was affectionately known to generations 
of schoolboys) made a distinguished contribution to musical education in this 
country, He became one of the great teachers of his day, not only producing a 
steady stream of successful candidates for scholarships at the Universities and 
Colleges of Music, but opening the doors of musical appreciation to an even 
larger number of boys who responded to his infectious, at times, eccentric, 
enthusiasm, He was successively President of the Music Masters Association 
(1931) and of the Incorporated Society of Musicians (1957-58). 
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university, His services to music were recognized by his being made oBE in 1958; 
by an honorary Doctorate of Music at Bristol University in 1966 (his doctorate 
at Edinburgh in 1938 was by examination) and Fellowship of the Royal College 

Before his final retirement he became Organist of Great St Mary’s Church 
cambridge (1957-63), and made a valuable contribution to music in the city and 

COLLEGE RECORD: Examinations, Programmes, Prizes 

ARCM Diplomas, April 1978 

*With Honours 

PIANOFORTE (performing) 

Barrie Stephen Armstrong 
Stephen Howard Birkett 
*Bryan Evans 

PIANOFORTE (teaching) 

Caroline Frances Atkins 
Winifred Avery 
Philippa Jane Colt 
Russell Denton 
Robert Duncan 
Julia Rosemary Ferry 
Graham Paul Fitch 
Robert John Fuller 
Peter Alan Goulbourne 
Susan Haswell 
Joseph Illick 
Ann Fiona Morgan-Williams 
Wendy Margaret Norman 
Colin Anthony Pettet 
Jessy Frances Pomfret 
Sara Elizabeth Stowe 
Nichola Mary Thornton 
Philip Lawrence Watson 

ORGAN (performing) 

Paula Jane Baxendale 
Richard Thomas Shelley Borrett 

*Gary Cole 
Elizabeth Ann Harwell 
Terence Michael McNamara 

Karen Patricia Motyer 
Tan Douglas Stearn 

STRINGS (performing) 

VIOLIN: 
*Colin Harrison 
Alison Jane Hunt 

*Paul William Mann 
Jane Lois Clare Oldham 
Jane Sinclair 
VIOLA: 

*Paul Henry Ehrlich 

ORGAN (teaching) 
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STRINGS (teaching) 
VIOLIN: 
Susan Elizabeth Evans 
Robert James Higgs 
Catherine Mary Utley 
Maria Gina Vericonte 
Yvonne Beryl Yakes 
VIOLA: 
Ivo-Jan Van Der Werff 
VIOLONCELLO: 

*Helena Bass 
Michael Ewen Christie 
Armand Jacob D’Angour 
Susanne Jane Hathaway 

WIND (performing) 
FLUTE: 
Jonathan Graham Booty 
CLARINET : 
David Fuest 
Victoria Medcalf 
Michael Graham Pearce 
HORN: 
John William Thurgood 
TROMBONE: 
Martin Koch 

WIND (teaching) 
FLUTE: 
Ian Clark Fawcett 
HORN: 
Martin Taggart 

SINGING (performing) 
Janet Lilian Courtenay 
Gillian Elizabeth Fisher 
Michelle Forrest 
Lorna Jane Gyton 
Helen Grace Kucharek 
Krista Lesley Manning 
*Rebecca Mary Louise 

Moseley-Morgan 
Stuart Graham Petersen 
Catherine Anne Rogers 
Garry Neil Sutcliffe 

GUITAR (performing) 
Annick Thomas 
Richard Alexander Vaughan 
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Summer Term Concerts, 1978 

$ Scholar t Associated Board Scholar { Exhibitioner 

May 3 THE TWENTIETH CENTURY ENSEMBLE 

Concert to celebrate the 70th birthday of Olivier Messiuen, 
Fellow of the College 

L’Ascension; Richard Borrett organ. Couleurs de la Cité Céléste; Melanie Horne 
piano, Fdwin Roxburgh conductor, Les Oiseaux Exotiques; Jonathan Higgins{ piano, 
Stephen Savage conductor. Et Expecto Resurrectionem Mortuorum; John Lambert 
narrator, Edwin Roxburgh conductor. 

May 4 CHAMBER CONCERT 

BEETHOVEN Mit zwei obligaten Augengllisern; James Sleigh$ viola, Richard 
Lester§ cello. WEBER Grand Duo Concertant; Walter Brewster§ clarinet, Timothy 
Careyt piano. SCHUBERT Five Songs; Stewart Buchanan baritone, Neil Maclean 
piano. SCHUMANN Etudes Symphoniques, Op. 13; Ian Gaukroger piano, 

May 11 CHAMBER CONCERT 

HANDEL Three German Arias; Joy Naylor soprano, Madeleine Mitchell§ violin, 
Susanne Hathaway cello, Rosemary Field continuo. MOZART Trio for clarinet, 
viola, and piano, KV 498; David Fuest clarinet, Joy Watson viola, John Lenechan{ 
piano. SCHUMANN Kreisleriana, Op. 16; Eva Luet piano. BRAHMS Miidchenlieder; 
Cathryn Pope soprano, Bryan Evans piano, PROKOFIEV Piano Sonata No. 7, 
Op. 83; Janusz Stechley§. 

May 15 INFORMAL CONCERT 

J. S. BACH Trio Sonata in G; Martin Feinstein, Susan Goodwin flutes, Christopher 
Vale bassoon continuo, Philip Berg harpsichord continuo, HANDEL Three Arias 
from ‘Semele’; Elizabeth Quirk soprano, Vivian Choit piano. WIENER Sonatina 
No, 2, Ist movement. POULENC Intermezzo in A flat. JEAN FRANCAIX No, 4 
from ‘Cinq Bis’; Robert Bridge§ piano. MAHLER Four Songs; Amanda Muir 
soprano, Stewart Emerson piano, BAX Legend; Ann Gilleece viola, Susan Rennie 
piano. WILLIAM ALWYN Sonata in one movement; Victoria Soames§ clarinet, 
Julius Drake piano, BILLY MAYERL Nimble fingered Gentleman, The Jazz 
Master; Colin Pettet piano. 

May 15 THE SECOND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
leader Catherine Lordt 

conductor JOHN FORSTER 
MOZART Symphony No. 25 in g, KV 183, MOZART Bassoon Concerto, KV 191 
(cadenzas by John Forster); Geoffrey Colmer. BEETHOVEN Overture, ‘King 
Stephen’, Op. 117; Mark Jones conductor, HAYDN Symphony No, 104 in D. 

May 18 THE FIRST CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

leader Pauline Lowbury 
conductor RAPHAEL SOMMER 

J. S. BACH Suite No. 2 in b for flute and strings; Peter Lewis flute. MOZART 
Sinfonia Concertante in E flat, KV 364; David Towse{ violin, James Slelgh§ viola. 
RAVEL Le Tombeau de Couperin. SCHUBERT Symphony No. 6 in C. 

May 22 CONCERT OF ELECTRONIC AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
Hydra in ‘Mesas’; Lawrence Casserley percussion and electronics, Simon Desorgher 
flute, Eddie Franklin-White lighting, Rolf Gelhaar amplified percussion, Per Hart- 
mann tapes and electronics. JOHN CAGE Sonatas and Interludes; Sally Mays 
piano. Holborn in ‘Meggezones’; Richard Attree keyboards, synthesizers, com- 
position, Alejandro Blanco-Uribe percussion, synthesizer, theremin, tapes, com- 
position, Lawrence Casserley percussion, synthesizers, voice, mixing, composition, 
Paul Rogers double bass, Ken Thompson clarinet, saxophone. 

May 23 THE SECOND ORCHESTRA 
leader Nicholas Woodall{ 

conductor MICHAEL LANKESTER 
STRAVINSKY Four Norwegian Moods; Timothy Dean conductor. GRIEG Piano 
Concerto in a, Op. 16; Robert Lamah. RAKHMANINOV Symphonic Dances, Op. 45. 
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May 25 CHAMBER CONCERT 
CHRISTOPHER FOERSTER Concerto in E flat for horn and strings; Simon Law$ 
horn, Gregory Squiret, Elizabeth Wexler$, Jayne Thom, Fiona Brett, Peter Gumbley, 
Simon Ayling violins, Michael Lloyd, Steuart Eaton§ violas, William Bruce cello, 
Stephen Mair double bass, W. Michael Jonest bassoon, Gary Cole harpsichord 
and director. RAKHMANINOV Four Songs (sung in Russian); Sarah Dunstant 
soprano, Alexander Wells piano, CHOPIN Ballade No, 1 in g, Op. 23; Rachel 
Franklin piano, J, S. BACH Suite No. 5 in c; Jeanette Mountain cello, DEBUSSY 
Proses Lyriques; Robert Chilcott tenor, Miyako Hashimoto piano. FLORENT 
SCHMITT Sonatine en Trio, Op. 85; Adrian Williams§ piano, Peter Lewis flute, 
David Fuest clarinet, 

May 26 COBBETT PRIZE CONCERT 
adjudicator PAUL PATERSON 

JULIAN MILONE String Quartet; Julian Milone, Roger Redgate violins, Steuart 
Eaton viola, Caroline Neil§ cello. PATRICK FITZPATRICK Trombone Quartet; 
Alan Pash, Martin Koch§, Mark Hamlyn, Robert Hughes. RAUL VINAO String 
Quartet; Gregory Squiret, Carolyn Franks§ violins, Colin Start viola, William 
Bruce cello. IAN RICHARDS ‘Dona Nobis Pacem’; Elizabeth Buffery flute, Susan 
Hurrell clarinet, Roger Redgat violin, Andrew Yates cello. PETER JONES 
‘Melissa's Child’; Ross Campbell§ flute, Martin Bright vibraphone, Peter Jones 
celeste, KEITH BURSTON, 3 Songs, ‘Heart of Light’; Richard Pigg conductor, 
Lydia Adams mezzo-soprano, Ross Campbell§ flute, Alison Beard oboe, Oskar 
Ingolfsson clarinet, Stuart Bower horn, William Mival bassoon, Olwen Jones 
double bassoon, Martin Bright glockenspiel. 

June & INFORMAL CONCERT 
KARG-ELERT No, 3 of Three Symphonic Chorales, Op, 87; Richard Borrett organ, 
Jane Morris soprano, Paul Mann{ violin. SCRIABEN Etude in c sharp; 
RAKHMANINOV Prelude in G, Op 32, No. 5, Moment Musical in e, Op. 16, No. 4; 
Dimitri Kennaway piano, SCHUBERT 6 Songs from ‘Die Winterreise’: Meng-Chia 
Eng baritone, Vivian Choit piano, JEAN-JACQUES GRUNENWALD Suite de 
Danses; Surendran Reddyt harpsichord. BRAHMS Four Songs; Charlotte de 
Rothschild soprano, Alexander Wells piano. J. S. BACH Brandenburg Concerto 
No. 6; Josephine St Leon, Steuart Eaton§ violas, Jeanette Mountain, Andrew 
Shulman§, Richard Lester§ cellos, Stephen Mair double bass, Gary Cole harpsichord. 

June 5 NEW VIOLIN FAMILY 
conducted by Michael Rosewell 
introduced by Roderick Skeaping 

(a) Music in 4 and 5 parts. JOHN JENKINS Pavan in d. ALFONSO FERRABOSCO 
Fantasy in F. JOHN BULL Fantasy ‘In Nomine’ in d, (b) Music arranged for the 
NVF Octet. PIERRE ATTAIGNANT Basse Danse in g arr. Roderick Skeaping. 
HENRY PURCELL Fantasy ‘In Nomine’ in g arr. H. Oliver. ANTON CABEZON 
Diferencia in F arr, Lawrence Rackley, (c) Music specially written for the NVF 
Octet. DOROTHY DUSHKIN Eight Voices. JULIAN MILONE Serenata Notturna. 
DAVID SUTTON Five Sequences. RODERICK SKEAPING Reflections on a Disused 
Railway Line. MICHAEL NYMAN 332/2. RODERICK SKEAPING Music for 
Interstellar Listening. (d) J. S. BACH Ricercar a 6 from ‘The Musical Offering’. 
Roderick Skeaping sopranino and descant, Carolyn Stapley descant, Catherine 
Dendy, Julian Milone treble, Andrew Gillett, Sarah Sutton alto, Karen Rogers, 
Helena Bass tenor, Deborah Hall, Andrew Clark-Maxwell baritone, Stephen Mair 
bass, Adrian Osman contrabass. 

June 15 RCM CHORUS AND INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLES 
conductor SIR DAVID WILLCOCKS 

J. S, BACH Motet ‘Singet dem Herrn’ (a cappella). J. S. BACH Trio Sonata No. 1 
in E flat; Morley Whitehead organ. J. S. BACH Motet ‘Singet dem Herrn’ (with 
instruments), G. GABRIELI Canzone e Sonate (1615) for brass. SCHUETZ Psalm 
150, Sara Wharton, Gillian Taylor, Nicholas Winfield, Julia Shaw{ oboes, Barbara 
Foster, Jane Mercy bassoons, Joy Watson, Colin Start violas, Patrick Laurence, 
Susan Harrison basses, Loulla Efthimiou, Keith Miller, Paul Miller, Gareth 
Bimson§ trumpets, Susan Addison{, Martin Koch§, Jeremy Gough, Robert Hughes 
trombones, 



June 29 THE FIRST CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
leader Nicholas Woodall{ 

conductor RAPHAEL SOMMER 
MOZART Symphony No. 39 in E flat, KV 543. F. K. KROMMER Concerto for 
2 clarinets, Op. 35; Michael Pearce§, David Fuest, BRAHMS-AMIR Variations 
and Fugue on a Theme by Handel. 

July 3 COMPOSERS’ GROUP CONCERT 
MICHAEL CHRISTIE Sonatina; Nicholas Wilson piano. Two Bagatelles; Alexander 
Wells, Daniel Beriger piano duet, ROBERTO SIERRA Nocturno: Electronic Study, 
ARTURO RUIZ DEL POZO Kanon Expansivo; Aidan Goetzee flute, Catherine 
Pluygers oboe, David Little clarinet, Nigel Sandall bassoon, Moira Bain], Gillian 
Ansellt violins, Penelope Veryard viola, Andrew Clark-Maxwell cello. Danza 
de dos Doris: Divertimento; Moira Bain{, Gillian Ansellt violins, Penelope 
Veryard viola, Andrew Clark-Maxwell cello. ADRIAN FISH Symphony for Organ 
(Pange Lingua); Ian Richards organ. 

July 4 THE SECOND ORCHESTRA 
leader Nicholas Woodall! 

conductor MICHAEL LANKESTER 
BEETHOVEN Ballet music, ‘Prometheus’; Richard Lester§ cello. WOLF 3 ‘Harfen- 
spieler’ Songs; Kevin Austin baritone. BRAHMS Symphony No, 4 in e, Op. 98. 

July 6 THE FIRST ORCHESTRA 
leader Madeleine Mitchell§ 

conductor NORMAN DEL MAR 
J. S. BACH Suite No. 4 in D, WEBERN Passacaglia, Op. 1; Doron Salomon 
conductor. PROKOFIEV Piano Concerto No. 1 in D flat, Op. 10; John Leneham{. 
STRAVINSKY The Rite of Spring. 

July 7 IMPROVISATION CONCERT 

Improvisation Group directed by JOHN LAMBERT 
(capital letters indicate titles apart from the final item) 

SONERWILLOG; Ian Assersohn, Simon Rogers, Jeffery Wilson. FANTASIA ON 
ONE NOTE; John Lambert, Roberto Sierra, HIDDEN MELODY; Ross Campbell§, 
Nicholas Wilson, TOMORROW; Ian Assersohn, Simon Rogers, Jeffery Wilson. 
DURATION CYCLE; Ian Assersohn, Keith Burston, Douglas Gould, Peter Howe, 
John Lambert, William Mival, Kitty Pluygers, Jeffery Wilson, SATIE Croquis et 
Agaceries d’un Gros Bonhomme en Bois; Full ensemble with Douglas Gould piano. 

July 10 THE SECOND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

leader Catherine Lordt 
conductor JOHN FORSTER 

SCHUBERT Overture in the Italian Style, D. 591; Timothy Dean conductor. 
BRAHMS Piano Concerto No. 1 in d, Op. 15; Phillip Houlihan, BEETHOVEN 
Symphony No, 3 in E flat, Op. 55. 

July 11 CHAMBER CONCERT 

J. S. BACH Sonata No, 2 in a; Bradley Creswickt violin. J. S. BACH Sonata No, 3 
in g; Mark Bailey§ cello, Melvyn Tan§ harpsichord. BAX Fantasy Sonata; James 
Sleigh$ viola, Clifford Lantaff§ harp. BRAHMS Piano Quartet in g, Op. 25; Susan 
Rennie piano, Pauline Lowbury violin, James Sleigh§ viola, Jeanette Mountain 
cello. 

July 11*, 127, 13%, 147 THE OPERA ASCHOOL 

NICOLAI: THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR 

conductor MICHAEL LANKESTER producer DOUGLAS CRAIG 
associate producer JULIAN OLDFIELD choreographer KAY LAWRENCE 

Mistress Ford Jane Stanford*, Susan Stanford+. Mistress Page Margaret Kelly. 
Master Ford Kevin Austin*, Andrew Goldert. Master Page Stewart Buchanan. 
Slender Garry Sutcliffe. Dr Caius Charles Luxford. Fenton Robert Ramus, Sir 
John Falstaff John Hall. Ann Page Deborah Goody*, Joy Naylort. A Servant 
Janis Kelly. Chorus master Tim Dean. 
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Annual Examinations: Prize and Medals, 1978 

SAGORE GOLD MEDALS AND PETER MORRISON PRIZE OF £50 EACH 

(for the most distinguished students of the year) 

Madeleine Mitchell 

Christopher Blake 
PIANOFORTE 
Grade V 
Chappell Medal and £5.25 and Peter Morrison Prize of £45 ...........- DAVID GREEN 
Hopkinson Gold Medal ‘and Peggy Shimmin Prize of £42 ............... NORIKO KAWAI 
Hopkinson Silver Medal and Sydney and Peggy Shimmin 

ErIZ6: OL LOB) wcsprinsseaspusrlPheresseeacsesseccceas Saat tevecse saree aseceesas MICHAEL COOK 
Norris’ Priz6é) of, £30) sscsscareeecas esa pees veacesnesaerss os eave comes tive os exes JONATHAN HIGGINS 

Grade IV 
Sydney and Peggy Shimmin Prize of £45 .........cccccoccsscsrscssscccees JOHN LENEHAN 
Ellen Shaw Williams and Marmaduke Barton Prize of £40 GAVIN MARTIN 
Pauer and Margot Hamilton Prizes of £35 ..........ccscceeseeeees ETHNA TINNEY 
BOrwicky Prize Of Bl Gi cisvavcerssesieees tyr okaws shh bevy Seve UeeNe sachs ds veceses ee GRAHAM FITCH 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 
Eric Harrison Prize of music to the value of £35 and 

BOUGINGtONEEIIZOROLAC2U ms er iisisaessa basi coo eee svaesessseseuass cous eabeces PAUL COKER 
Herbert Sharpe and McEwen Prizes of £15 ... VANESSA LATARCHE 
CaOVATIGHNUPTIZG(OLSES) vcserersvasisesvecspecbsdcticis sesssecdesstecesaravcesss ROBERT BRIDGE 

HARPSICHORD 

GOOMLOy ar anKarderrizerOlas2Dstyertsaneneie tes hivesanvecteersts sates ccserer LORNA FULFORD 
Lofthouse Harpischord Continuo Prize of £10 .........ccseeeeeeeee TERENCE MCNAMARA 
ORGAN 
Grade V 
WallorduDavicsaPrizovorcCOBierstvsrsevecr cess teers resseecereccel ess senvise ROSEMARY FIELD 
WalfordpDAavidsPrizevOfibAG .cliv,<sseccssacsk ten eocs secant sedeseusoeeess ADRIAN PARTINGTON 
Grade IV 
GooltrovzrankarduerizGlotib20 hers wctvcsd cece conceeaccete caeeee opectveretehecseee NOT AWARDED 
Parratt Prize of £10 and Haigh Prize of £5 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 

NOT AWARDED 

Stuaru LrizosomeLOleccscnssttsesbesssvesersieces Secale Wests sacisecssaneieveverecese PHILIP BERG 

SINGING 
Grade V 
Cuthbert Smith Award of £45 and Agnes Nicholls Harty Trophy ... HELEN LAWSON 
Redvers Llewellyn Prizevof £35 ci cveccvevecccssvacceacececsccteccsccccsce CATHRYN POPE 
Henry Leslie Prize of £25 .............0+. waucen tbs se vine sexe Nsiess'eantos JANIS KELLY 
Albania Prize 1OLsh 15) tivwaccacecevae es tates sry ee eb atlas bone reuescck eases ie STUART PETERSEN 
Kaye Wheeler Prize for the best Accompanist of the Grade V 

Singing Competitions £20 ..................00e ieseetsastacceceset eas twebeees BRYAN EVANS 
Grade IV 
The Edgar Hurman Villar Memorial Prize of £30 JANE GREGORY 
Barbara Samuel Prize Ofc £20 wivcswccssvesstseuteveccsuteercecccesteceesseccs PHILIP SALMON 
London Music Society Prize, Dan Price and Pownell Prize of £18 ...... LORNA GYTON 
Dorothy Silko PrizevOMmelG iiniwoussncescsetetseuctletceseressectecenceencesttees DEBORAH ATKIN 
Leslie Woodgate Prize of £4 and Topliss Green Prize of £8 ... MARGARET WATERSON 
Honry Blowerserize Of LlOM es cecccuctcccestcucsrcerstcovenerestaeeteesertrete NOT AWARDED 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 
Ghilver = Wilson? erizexofc&20 iter. vectecence ccs cactueccecctrecteecctenerese MALCOLM SMITH 
Guilia Grisi Prize (Women) £10 ... ANNE ALDRIDGE 
Mario, Grisi Prize’ (Vien), S100 iik. cece. .cccevececccccccteces seeceesecscces MENG-CHIA ENG 
First Year Postgraduate 
Carrie) Tubb Prizes Or eb Reccececcs.ceccecsentetrcarcceseee cutee GRAHAM GODFREY 
Margot Hamilton Prize of £20 (for a Tenor) .................ceceeceeseees ROBERT RAMUS 

The Dr Saleeby Prize for Singers (Bass or Baritone) £50 each ... 1. JOHN HALL 
2. JACEK STRAUCH 
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Sylvia Nelis Prizes for female Singers .. JACQUELINE BRANSON-JONES, SARAH DUNSTAN, 
JACQUELINE EDWARDS, DEBORAH GOODY, JENNIFER HIGGINS, NICOLA JENKIN, 

JANIS KELLY, MARGARET KELLY, REBECCA MOSELEY-MORGAN, 
ALMA SHEEHAN, JANE STANFORD, SUSAN STANFORD 

Major Van Someren Godfery Memorial Prize ............ccce 1. CATHRYN POPE 
2. ANDREW GOLDER 
3. JANIS KELLY 
STEPHEN BETTERIDGE 

Geoffrey and Beatrice Tankard Lieder Prize Of £35 ...cc.cecccccuccucces CATHRYN POPE 
Accompanist Prize of £15 STEPHEN BETTERIDGE 

Glara- Butt: Awards) <cccccs chen cece eevee eran ssaeae cone ROBERT CHILCOTT, DAVID DEVAN, 
STEPHEN HILL, CATHERINE ROGERS 

ney Germany Language: Prize One) 0) crsccscesacosceenceen cree SUSAN DEVLIN 
The Italian Language Prize of £10 ...........cccccccceee <vvs ses. MICHAEL JONES 
The Erenchecanguage ternzevOn flO) merceccact. eee ren meee nee JENNIFER HUGGINS 

OPERA PRIZES 
Michael Mudie Conducting Prize of £40 .........cccccececscceseccccscececes TIMOTHY DEAN 
The RCM Union Prize (In memory of Phyllis Carey Foster) of £15 ... JANE STANFORD 
Ricordi" Prizes (VocalScore)iceececeneesrtn ence ee MARGARET KELLY 

VIOLIN 
Grade V 
Stoutzker Prize (In memory of Albert Sammons) of £75 ............ CATHERINE LORD 
W. H. Reed and Stanley Blagrove Prize of £50 ........cccecceceeces BRADLEY CRESWICK 
Grade IV 
Howardubrizeg0t, £40. ccacckaskstscsuess cccett dsnsesstess os Cote eae nee MASAKO SUZUKI 
Dove Prize of £20 ....... sddeductiees Cawewetecceuaytanesen’ JANE PRICE 
Nachezgerize/Ofg£16 4 isc .c.-cceseee pores ae eee So GILLIAN ANSELL 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 
DOVGRPTIZEsOLsB20 OF os vsweinsaansvoss sos ve oe mtCONGRN CSECTTUCR OT SO ante ee TORTS KEITH PASCOE 
Beatrice Montgomerie Prize of £15 .. Ato ++» ANDREW J, ROBERTS 
Ricketts Prizenot, 612° oi az csscacoacss tet eee Peete ele eo VET CLS Efenn CINDY FOSTER 

Percy Coates Award for a Violinist of £100 ........cccccccecececeeeess PAULINE LOWDBURY 
Fred Brough Orchestral Leadership Prize of £60 ..........ece06 MADELEINE MITCHELL, 

NICHOLAS WOODALL 
VIOLA 
Grade V 
ResléyeAlexander Prize OLsea0 Wcnssccssccierit NERV TERe ee eT Tree incites NICOLA HURTON 
Grade IV 
Ernest Lomiinsonyerize Oleeeoeeseseesianteraitersr tia intiiete IVO-JAN VAN DER WERFF 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 
Alfred Gibson Prize of £10 and Ernest Tomlinson Prize of £10 ... JOSEPHINE ST. LEON 

VIOLONCELLO 
Grade V 
Mrs Will Gordon Prize of £35 JEANETTE MOUNTAIN 
Stuart Knussen Prize of £20 see ANDREW SHULMAN 
Grade IV 
LesleysAlexander Prizeroffe25icssrscriuneenetae tens onete Tera T Tarr SARAH HEDLEY-MILLER 
Heleniust Rrize’ofel5) 52: .002325 2 se ioede te seer tee eee WILLIAM BRUCE 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 
ScholefileldkPrizeJofs€lOkc:...csesscsvsstercoscesctesstere tere coeete yes CHRISTINE M, HURLEY 
DOUBLE BASS 
Eugene iCrufcsprizevof £15) o..sssissscercestereerercrrecteccincrenton «» PATRICK LAURENCE 
Geotfreyarankardsbrizesof flO ssascareerseedteeetres etree eee NOT AWARDED 
The Seymour Whinyates Award of £60 

(for an outstanding String Player) ..............ccccesceseeceees BRADLEY CRESWICK 

WIND 
Grade V (Woodwind) 
Joy Boughton Memorial Prize of £40 (Oboe) .... . JONATHAN SMALL 
Eve Kisch Prize of £25 (Flute) ................00- +12. JONATHAN BOOTY 
Frederick Thurston Prize of £35 (Clarinet) .. onedgeastscssediecseeess DAVID FUEST 
Arthur Somervell Prize of £15 (Bassoon) ....2......-.-+c++ssseseeeees. SIMON DURNFORD 
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Grade IV 

Marina’ Martin’ Prize of €20 (Clarinet), ...+.+..+--06ssessecessesesse.t- EILEEN MACAULAY 
GCOMTEYMLANKALGELIZe (Of 620) tome eee, See e et SIMON BELLATI 
CUIVeTaD AW SOMmPtIZe (OL G 10. s.0, aan seam, ieee ot asa oie NOT AWARDED 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 
AUC vO Vy OLlenibrizZel Obit Oleens teenies ttate teen eens ene +seess2 JOHN HARLE 
BRASS 

Grade V 
PrankePropynybrize Of £20. CHOrn) speseeer ee ieeia een ee yy ceaete eee eee ALISON ORR-HUGHES 
Arthur Somervell Prize of £15 and Manns Prize of £5 .................. SUSAN ADDISON 
First Year Students (not Postgraduate) 
Ist Year Brass Prize dn su EK EISELE DITA SATs TONE Plt ased + Sete Nose ete ete .... NIGEL BLACK 

HARP 

Elisabeth Coates Prize of £50 ...........c.csseeccseee CLIFFORD LANTAFF, GILLIAN TINGAY 
Jack Morrison Prize of £15 ................ ees avcen ld cpus eadaixes «sss. RACHEL MASTERS 
GUITAR 
Jack Morrison’ PrizerOf £15". .2....10s061s 024000. Sree ey ee NOT AWARDED 

COMPOSITION 
The Joseph Horovitz Prize for Composition of £100 .................. ADRIAN WILLIAMS 
The Major Van Someren Godfery Composition Prize of £100 
The Cobbett and Hurlstone Chamber Music Competitions 

Composer , 

pasdbeacs JOSEPH ILLICK 

ir eneMibtertesemlagtorseeressdisdebye lve tiewetes tee aoe sesseeeeeees RAUL VINAO 
Performers tetecescseee MARTIN KOCH, MICHAEL EVERSDEN, ROBERT HUGHES 

FICK OU OW OBE NI ZOUOMBEGO) vepuineseavseveneledscuseievesecuss cows nnien RICHARD DERBY 
HUUIVONWON earner ZOGuO la bl inswweresinivyiserensresevaivieevecsuc rector ALAN WORTH 
R, O, Morris and Stanton Jefferies Prize Of £20 ........ccccccececccceceeee ROGER REDGATE 
The United Music Publishers Ltd, Prize of £50 

(for an outstanding Composition Student) ...........e.cccececce cece RICHARD DERBY 
New Violin Family Composition Prize: ..........ccccccccceuccecee 1. £40 JULIAN MILONE 

2. £20 NOT AWARDED 
THEORY 
Hecht and Allchin Prizes of £25 

(for the best working of Grade IV Theory Papers) ............... PATRICK WHITE 

CONDUCTING 
UNBAUNGOUOLOPS GrePrizGrOliS2 0 mareusean very i reaueeaucetersees eteertecentte DORON SALOMON 
RICOCiaeri Zen AViGTHACULGMSCOLG) mesons see ceraieanenen ene sen ace an maine DALE FAWCETT 
Sir Adrian Boult Scholarship Conducting Prizes .........cc..cececeececeeee TIMOTHY DEAN 

RICHARD DICKINS, DALE FAWCETT, MARK JONES, 
NEIL MCLEAN, MICHAEL ROSEWELL, DORON SALOMON 

NOMINATED PRIZES 
The Worshipful Company of Musicians Medal ...............0..0ceeee-0 eee DAVID COWLEY 
ThesPercy Buck Award! Of £60 .i....0scs.scseeccecease IRRITTA KUCHMY 
The City Livery Music Club Section Prize of £10 ... HARRIET LAWSON 
DONS GOULGEPrz6 JOTELS 5 secs eaeee nee ine eee rewee eameeen eer eee: MICHAEL ROSEWELL 
Margaret Pagon Jardine Prize of £15 (Final year 

Female Student Theory and Practice of Music) ..................... MONIKA VOGEL 
The Dannreuther Prize (for a Concerto) £30 ...........csccccccsececcceccecce JOHN HARLE 
The Croydon Symphony Orchestra Prize £10 ............e.cccc0000e. PATRICK LAURENCE 
Harry Evans Award of £40 (for a Welsh Student) .............0......000..... . JANE PRICE 
Arthur Buss ePrize Of EVOO ori sccces star ccnw sc eoeeee Cee mE ReRe eee ee nee JOHN LYONS 
WARMOLemH AS RrI ZG) Viaencsscccaeccceeeomeeeeortens .. KATHRYN STOTT 
hes Bando CD alhOnsi@zeANy and seca. cet cccrerece cc eee eee ae een ene STEWART BUCHANAN 
Rootham Prize of £10 (awarded as a result of the 

BEMUSED AIEOXAMmINAIONS) imc qceecn eeaccereeeeee ec ee eaee tes mee eRt nn aaE DOUGLAS GOULD 
Raymond ffennell Prize (awarded as a result of the 

GRSMmexaminatians)icrs.ceercse co. evesceee eee eenee er eens 1. MADELEINE MITCHELL 
2. CHRISTOPHER BLAKE 

Golles Prizes) for the! best Theses! cce--eateces cc eee ee eee 1. JANICE PHILLMORE 
2. NICHOLAS DODD 
3. (YAU-LIM 

(ALISON HALL 
Ne er oe ee ROSEMARY FIELD 



University of London Degree of B. Mus., June 1978 
Class Il (Upper Division) 

Douglas Gould 
Susanne Jozefowicz 
Ian Richards 

Anne Tyson 
Monika Vogel 
Nicholas Woodall 

Alan Worth 
Class II (Lower Division) 

Richard Dickins Delia Pitt Catherine Pluygers 

GRSM (Graduate of The Royal Schools of Music, London) 
Final Examination Results, July 1978 

Class I 
Christopher Blake 

Class II (Upper Division) 
Stewart Emerson 
Rosemary Field 
Alison Hall 
Moyra Lewis 

Class II (Lower Division) 
Bridget Adams 
Barrie Armstrong 
Paul Bagshaw 
Susan Barratt 
Jonathan Booty 
Alan Boxer 
Paul Burnett 
Nget-Sim Chin 
Julie Clarke 
Geoffrey Colmer 
Ann Davey 
Caroline Ellis 
Valerie Evans 

Class III 
Judith Barnes 
Josephine Bedford 
Jane Craddock 
Nicholas Dodd 
Julia Ferry 
Robert Fuller 

Madeleine Mitchell 

Alison Orr-Hughes 
Susan Paul 
Janice Phillimore 
Morley Whitehead 
Victoria Wood 

Adrian Fish 
Patrick Fitzpatrick 
Susan Haswell 
Diane Lewis 
Yau Lim 
Christopher Muhley 
Sally Quick 
Carol Sheppard 
Ian Stearn 
Gareth Valentine 
Phillip Watson 
Adrienne Windridge 
Elisabeth Wooding 

Kevin Leese 
Lynda Nicholson 
Geraint Roberts 
Pamela Rudge 
Anne Sprott 
Roy Woodhams 

ARCM Diplomas, July 1978 

PIANOFORTE (performing) 
Peter Nicholas Bradley 
Robert Hugh Brehmer 
Marcus Anthony Bunyan 
Gacin Roque Martin 
Michiko Matsumura 
Alan Worth 

PIANOFORTE (teaching) 
Denise Clark 
Klara Clark 
Susan Aimee Liddell 
Peter John Mazur 

ORGAN (performing) 
*David Leslie Graham 
Kenneth John Gray 
Stephen Lacey 
Tan Michael Richards 

STRINGS (performing) 
VIOLIN: 
Ramin Entezami 

*Gregory R. Warren-Wilson 
STRINGS (teaching) 

VIOLIN: 
Julia Ruth Collins 

* With Honours 
(Violin teaching cont.) 

Caroline Ellis 
Imogen Anne Fletcher 
David Lewis 
Gregory Warren-Wilson 

HARP (performing) 
*Gillian Mary Hamilton Tingay 

WIND (performing) 
FLUTE: 
Elizabeth Rosalind Buffery 
CLARINET : 
Eileen Macaulay 
TROMBONE: 
Philip David Cowley 

WIND (teaching) 
FLUTE: 
Jill Richards 
Estella Eva Yu 

SINGING (performing) 
Deborah Atkin 
Gillian Emily Rutland 
John Philip Timothy Salmon 

SINGING (teaching) 
Pamela Joy Rudge 
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HARPSICHORD (performing) 

Surendran Reddy 
RECORDER (teaching) 

Suzanne Palmer 

NEW STUDENTS, SEPTEMBER 1978 

§ Foundation Scholar 

David Abbott 
Kevin Abbott 
David Andrews 
Jessica Bailey 
Christopher Bain 
Amanda Baird 
Robin Baker 
Polly Ballard 

§Kevin Banks 
Anna Barry 
Jane Bebbington 
Andrew Bentley 
Harry Bicket 
Heather Bills 
Andrew Birtle 
Dora Bjorgvinsdottir 
Adrienne Black 

§Patricla Bloomfield 
Andrea Boiarsky 
David Bough 
Paula Boulton 
Nell Buick 
Simon Butteriss 
Jane Cammack 
Helen Clarke 
Mary Condliffe 
§William Conway 
Paul Cook 
Frances Cooke 
Susan Cooper 
Nicholas Cornish 
Michael Cox 
John Coxhead 
Thomas Davidson 
Mark Davies 
Peter Davies 
Jeremy Dean 
Dara De Cogan 
Dorothy De Val 

§William Douglas 
Jane Dunning 
Titus Earle 
Sian Edwards 
Tan Fasham 
Aidan Fisher 
Peter Fisher 
Leslie Flynn 
Andrew Foister 
Peter Frey 
Patricia Gault 
Nicola George 
Victoria Gladwin 
David Gompper 
Oswaldo Gonzales 
John Gralak 
Peter Grunberg 
Ruben Guzman 

tAssociated Board Scholar 

Helen Hampton 
Arni Hardarson 
Peter Harrison 
Timothy Harrison 
Shaun Harrold 
Michael Hatchard 
Sally Heath 

§$Richard Higgins 
Stephen Hill 
Julia Holmes 
Joanna Holyhead 
Martin Hooley 
Grant Horsley 
Jacqueline Howell 
Tanya Isaacson 
Carl Johnson 
Findlay Johnstone 
Jwian Kershaw 
Daniel Kharatian 
Gerald Kirby 
Stacey Knecht 
Anya Kubrick 
Marianne Kurtz 
Robert Laken 
Emily See-Ming Lam 
Geoffrey Lambert 
Rosa Lamoreaux 
Florence Launay 
Karen Leach 
Pamela Leong 
Gabrielle Lester 
Josephine Lewis 
Koullis Limniotes 
Errol Lipman 
David Lloyd 
Teresa Lo 
Anthony Lucas 
Melanie Macfarlane 
Niel McLaren 
Martin McMichael 
Susan Madin 
Carlos Maldonado 
Matthew Manning 
Timothy Marchmont 
Paul Marcotte 
Jane Marriott 
Allan Martin 
Lydia Mathews 

§Paula Matkin 
Rosalind Maud 
Tereas Mayhew 
Felix Mbuzi 
Madeleine Mercy 
Eleanor Mills 
Sarah Moore 

§Kevin Morgan 
Geoffrey Nash 
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Jacqueline Nelmes 
James Ottaway 
Gillian Owens 
David Pearle 
Alison Pink 

tTimothy Pooley 
Sandra Porter 

$Geoffrey Prentice 
Mark Ralph 
Kamla Rattan 
David Rees-Williams 
Thomas Riad 
Gary Roberts 
Nicholas Roberts 
Mark Robinson 
Kathryn Rushton 
Jeremy Russell 
Pamela Sanders 
Martin Sanders-Hewitt 
Ani Schnarch 
Rosalind Sergeant 

Jacqueline Shave 
Philip Sibthorp 
Adrian Sims 
Duncan Smith 
Helen Smith 
Vivienne Smith 
Christopher Squires 
Janet Steele 

Laurence Tendler 
Christina Thomas 

§Nigel Thomas 
Penelope Thompson 
Elizabeth Thornley 
Paul Trimming 

§Richard Tunnicliffe 
Mark Turnage 
Paula Tysall 
Lesley Vowden 
Richard Wagner 
Robin Walker 
Simon Walker 
Jan Wallin 
Caroline Wallis-Newport 
David Watt 

§Jane Watts 
Sarah Watts 
Josephine Wells 

$Sarah Whelan 
Christine Wild 
Jane Williams 

tJudith Williams 
$Mari Williams 
Karen Wong 

Timothy Woods 
Andrew Wright 
Aynmi Yamamoto 
Belinda Yates 

Sally Stocks Jun Yeoh 
Karen Stone Wing Sie Yip 
Pey Kan Su Rauf Zaidan 
William Sykes Liora Ziv-Li 
James Talbot 

LITERAE LIBERALES 
‘H.P.A.’ REMINISCENCES OF SIR HUGH ALLEN 

by FRANK HOWES 
(extract from draft of an unpublished autobiography. 

See RCM Magazine, Vol. 74, No. 2, p. 49.) 
‘A great man who had a profound influence on his generation’ is 

the summary of Allen’s biographer.* Allen was a great man, though 
from the nature of his genius he left a biographer nothing with which 
to prove it save a score of anecdotes; but his ‘generation’, which was 
the 45 years between his coming to New College, Oxford, and his 
accidental death on a raw February night in 1946, saw his influence 
growing in almost every department of our musical life. The greatness 
manifested itself and produced the ‘profound influence’ through sheer 
force of personality, and that personality was compounded of two con- 
tridictory elements that in any less strong personality would have 
produced schizophrenia: they were an aggressiveness that could be 
outrageous by the conventional standards of Edwardian times, and a 
finesse of intuition that found subtle ways of expressing kindness of 
heart. It is true that in the early part of his middle life the ‘harum- 
scarum’ side of him (in Colles’s phrase) was uppermost, or at any 
rate most obviously apparent; in the later years after he had become 
Director of the RcM, the diplomatic gifts that stemmed from his un- 
canny intuition—it was as though he had an additional set of antennae 
that supplemented the five senses which guide us ordinary mortals in 
*Cyril Bailey, ‘Hugh Percy Allen’ (1948), p. [iii]. 
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Sir Hugh Allen 

from the drawing by J. S. Sargent 
(6y permission of the Oxford Bach choir) 



our normal human intercourse—were his more usual way of going 
about things. 

The musical basis of his career was choir training, first as an 
organist in the cathedral tradition and then, superimposed on that, 
as the choral conductor who could handle large forces in great works 
like Bach’s Passions and the Mass in B minor with the Leeds Festival 
chorus and the Bach Choirs of London and Oxford. The invitation to 
him to share the conducting of the Leeds Festival of 1913 with Elgar 
and Nikisch was the recognition of his pre-eminence among English 
choral conductors, even while still only a college organist. But at 
Oxford he had made a unique place for himself. For instance he be- 
came a Fellow of New College in 1908, an achievement matched by 
no other mere college organist at Oxford or Cambridge till much 
later,* and he was to succeed Sir Walter Parratt as Professor of Music. 
He founded an orchestra; he instituted what came to be thought of as 

Community Singing occasions for Town and Gown, whose separate 
choral societies he had amalgamated by the simple process of fixing 
their practices on the same night at the same place; and he produced 
a couple of Town and Gown operas, ‘Fidelio’ and ‘Der Freischiitz’. The 
impact of his Bach on generations of undergraduates completed the 
Bach revival begun by Mendelssohn and transferred to Britain by 

Sterndale Bennett, and thereby purged Victorian taste of some of its 
anaemia. 

The two strains in him were recognised by the portrait painter, 
J. S. Sargent, who made one eye glare and the other twinkle and who 
actually said ‘You look a ferocious sort of person, but I think I trace 
a touch of kindness somewhere’. The story which best illustrates the 
finesse of his perceptions and the impulse of kindness, that is not 
merely the sym-pathy but the sym-comprehension, is that of his en- 
couragement of Douglas Fox who lost his right arm in World War I. 
Allen first experimented by playing the organ himself with left hand 
and pedals alone, and was able to assure Fox that all was not lost. 
Fox did in fact resume his career as organist, and developed a success- 
ful left-handed pianism. 

Allen himself told me an interesting story of his antennae and 
intuition. At the time of the Beethoven centenary celebrations in 
Vienna in 1927 he was conducting the Mass in D at a Royal Phil- 
harmonic Society Concert in London and was therefore a day or two 
late in joining the English contingent, consisting of E. J. Dent and H, C. 
Colles. Before he left London he attended a meeting of the Associated 
Board of the Royal Schools of Music. As he entered the room he heard 
J. B. McEwen, the Principal of the RAM, say to Dr Richards, the 
Warden of the RAM, ‘And the Duke shall sign it’. (HRH The Duke of 
Connaught was the Academy’s President.) But if the Academy had 
a Duke the College had a Prince, who also happened to be the most 
popular young man in Eurove at the time. So Allen rang up 
Buckingham Palace and asked the Prince of Wales (later King Edward 
VIII and Duke of Windsor) whether he would sign a card to be 
*This may seem contradicted by Charles Wood’s election as Fellow of Gonville 
and Caius College, Cambridge. But Mr Howes is thinking of the purely professional 
organists of Colleges like Trinity and King’s in Cambridge, New College and 
Magdalen in Oxford.—Editor. 
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attached to a wreath which he would lay on Beethoven’s grave as from 
the Royal College of Music in London. When he got to Vienna he 
went to a florist’s shop on the Ring and bought a wreath which he, 
Dent, and Colles carried to the cemetery and deposited on top of the 
mountain of flowers from all over the world that had been placed on 
it a day or two before, where all Vienna would see the College’s 
tribute and the Prince’s signature. This was not done out of ill-will to 
the ram for he had made overtures of good will and co-operation, 
including an Oxford honorary doctorate to Sir Alexander Mackenzie, 
but it was an exercise in international diplomacy. An even more re- 
markable diplomatic exercise was the obtaining from Berlin of the 
autograph manuscript score of Bach’s Mass in B minor (to be ex- 
hibited alongside that of Handel’s ‘Messiah’ obtained from the British 
Museum) in the Bodleian Library during the Oxford Bach-Handel 
Festival of 1935. This Allen brought about through Von Heuss, 
Ribbentrop’s predecessor as German ambassador, and Reginald 
McKenna, who went to Berlin on some financial mission. The score 

was brought to England by the Librarian of the Haupt Bibliothek, who 
was dined in several colleges and given an honorary doctorate. I met 
this gentleman at tea in Queen’s College where we were the guests of 
Professor Fiedler, the incumbent of the Chair of German, and he was 
at pains to impress it upon me that anything so contrary as the re- 
moval of so precious a document as this Bach autograph was only 
possible through the express consent of the ‘Highest Authority’, which 
I understood to mean Hitler himself, since the Librarian added that it 
was part of Highest Authority’s policy to seek friendly relations with 
Britain in any sphere not involving political differences. 

There is one more story which it is right for me to tell because 
I got it and published it in The RCM Magazine (Vol. 26 (1930) pp. 78- 
81), which I was then editing, along with Allen’s own story and some 
photographs. This was about the sinking in mid-Pacific of the ship 
‘Tahiti’, on which Allen was travelling back from the Antipodes, whict 
he had been visiting on behalf of the Associated Board. There was a 
resounding crash and the ship began to go down by the stern. While it 
and its passengers waited for a rescue by the nearest vessel several 
hundred miles away, the ship’s company gathered in a saloon in which 
the electric light had already failed. As darkness supervened on the 
brief twilight, to be relieved only by a few hurricane lamps, Allen 
played the piano to pass the time. One of the passengers described 
this scene and another described how after the rescue he played for 
the singing of the Old Hundredth by the rescued and reassembled 
companyt 

What did Allen play through the agonising hours of waiting? One can 
be sure that some of it was Bach and Brahms, but equally sure that 
some of it was extemporised, for Allen was one of the not many 
practitioners of that not quite extinct art. But the source of it was 
revealed to most of us only at the memorial service in New College 
Chapel, when the Warden of New College described the ‘chant 
intérieur’ (as Vernon Lee calls the silent hearing of music in a 
musician’s head) which, according to the Warden’s testimony, was in- 
cessant With HPA and largely accounted for his restlessness. What a 
use for that flow of mental music out on that waste of waters in the 
face of death! 
tBailey, op, cit., p. 117. 



REVIEWS OF BOOKS, MUSIC, AND RECORDS 

Musical Instruments of the West. By Mary Remnant (B. T. 

Batsford Limited, 1978. £10). 

This is a welcome and at the same time a very ingenious book, Dr Remnant 
has contrived to write a concise yet comprehensive history of musical instruments 
in the art-music of the Western world, and to illustrate it very fully from 
sources dating from antiquity to the present day: from a sculpted harp and its 
player of the third millenium BC, in fact, to a photograph of the members of 
the Amadeus Quartet playing three vacuum cleaners and a floor-polisher at a 
concert given in 1976. Both pictures are exceptional, but they serve to indicate 
the breadth of the author’s interests, Strong though the text it, it is the variety 
and the discernment in the choice of illustrative material that is so striking. 
Instruments are shown not only in themselves, but in performance in a wide 
range of social and cultural contexts. It is not sufficient to illustrate an Amati 
violin of 1574 and the eight members of the ‘new violin family’ made by Carleen 
Hutchins of New Jersey: members of the family are shown also in ensembles 
of 1535-6 and 1733 and as played by the present-day Gabrieli Quartet and 
Melos Ensemble. The latter group (in a photograph carefully captioned ‘Traditional 
instruments in their mid 20th-century forms’) seems to be playing Beethoven's 
Septet; so what more natural, in the chapter on woodwind instruments, to 
select the oboe, ‘by T. W. Howarth, London, 1951, held’ (yes, the reed is an 
inch or so away from the player's mouth) ‘by its owner Tess Miller of London’ 
for special treatment? 

One of the great strengths of this book is indeed the evenness of its coverage, 
and the maintenance of historical perspective right up to the present day. 
Nevertheless, Dr Remnant is particularly good on medieval instruments, especially 
stringed instruments, and much of her material is little-known even to specialists. 
She has been careful to avoid duplicating material found in other currently-used 
textbooks, so that medievalists, as well as general readers, will find it richly 
rewarding. In the text, too, while avoiding an over-complex classification, she 
establishes important distinctions with exceptional clarity. Another area that 
is well covered in the nineteenth century, partly through illustrations of modern 
instruments in their earliest recognisable forms (though the basset horn of 
Mozart’s day will come as a surprise to many), and partly through instruments 
which have become obsolete, such as the lyre-guitar, harp-guitar and ‘dital harp’ 
from the Royal College’s own collection—which incidentally is the source of 
many other illustrations of unusual interest. 

In such a concise summary, clearly, much remains unsaid. Dr Remnant Is 
lucid when describing and labelling; but the precise lines of derivation or 
demarcation are not always indicated. What is the real organological distinction 
(apart, that is, from size and playing position) between the medieval viol and 
fiddle? Some authorities do not recognise the former as a separate genre at all; 
but they are then forced to postulate the ‘invention’ of the viol in the fifteenth 
century and to ignore the implications of the medieval terms viola and viella. 
For Dr Remnant it is sufficient to describe the Renaissance viol as a new 
version of the same instrument and to derive the violin from one particular 
kind of fiddle; but the more attentive reader is left with the feeling that a 
number of important questions—the subject, perhaps, of a more specialized book— 
are not yet answered. 

It is not an easy book to fault, The plural of cornu is cornua (illustration 
173); and for similar reasons I do not think the form crotales, even as an 
English word, can be justified. It is perhaps inevitable that, where so much 
ground is covered instruments of small importance in art-music (or indeed 
in any music) should seem to occupy a disproportionate amount of space. Scarcely 
a page is without something of the order of a Theorbenflligel or Physharmonica 
emblazoned on the page in bold type. Galpin’s historic work was greeted in 
Punch by a poem on the fipple-flute, poliphant and humstrum. A modern versifier 
might be equally tempted by the jingling johnny and the unfortunately named 
bathyphon in Dr Remnant’s. But the reader is left in no doubt of the resourceful- 
ness either of human nature in wresting music from intractable matter, or of 
the author in encompassing her account of it within the available limits. 

JOHN CALDWELL 
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The Music of Charles Wood—a critical study. By Ian Copley 
(Thames Publishing, 14 Barlby Road, London W10 6AR, 1978. Limited 
edition of 475 copies, £7.50). 

This modest book clearly reflects the author’s quiet conviction that his 
subject is worthwhile. Charles Wood was the first Composition Scholar of the 
rncm and was thus one of the earliest composers to be trained here. Though 
deservedly respected by musicians, he made no great impact on the public during 
his lifetime, for which indeed the special nature of his temperament and undoubted 
talent did not fit him. Though he did not compose in the large forms of 
symphony and oratorio, or contribute particularly to the pianoforte repertory, 
he was nevertheless a prolific writer. The ‘Dirge for Two Veterans’ and ‘Ethiopia 
saluting the Colours’ are still recalled; some of his beautiful and impeccable 
harmonisations of carol melodies have passed into standard use; a limited 
amount of his church music survives (though how long that may remain true of 
his Services in the present temper of the Church of England may be doubtful); 
there will, one hopes, still be some who gratefully recall from schooldays his 
beautiful unison song ‘The Trees in England’; and his String Quartets have 
recelved critical acclaim if not many performances. 

After a short informative chapter of biography, Dr Copley, who has spared 
no pains in a comprehensive survey, takes us through each category of Wood's 
output, frankly recognizing that some items served their purpose well but are 
hardly likely to be revived now, and pointing to others that seem to him of 
value, giving extremely high praise, for example, to the ‘Patrick Sarsfield 
Variations’ and the one-act opera ‘A Scene from Pickwick’. If his comments 
are often a little too much like programme notes he is also capable of perceptive 
observation and his generous provision of nearly 150 musical quotations is a 
very helpful feature. 

If I have a criticism it relates to Dr Copley’s tendency to resort with 
considerable frequency to the opinions of others—Hadow, Dent, Marion Scott, 
Harvey Grace, Ernest Walker, and so on—in verbatim quotations. By all means 
quote an occasional opinion expressed in powerful or telling phrase, or from 
some commanding or unexpected source, But here the method, though stopping 
short of a scrap-book, does sometime put one in mind of it, Dr Copley is 
perfectly well equipped to speak for himself, On the other hand, what I particularly 
like is his historical sense. It is sometimes more difficult to interpret a recently- 
past age in its own terms rather than ours, than it is to handle a somewhat 
more remote period, But here Dr Copley succeeds and thus enriches the under- 
standing of his subject. And in the present climate of opinion generally (not 
only in relation to Wood) he does well to say of some pieces that 

they are too representative of their own time to be easily acceptable in 
ours—for they have not receded sufficiently into the past to have acquired 
that patina of antiquity which makes the minor works of the 18th century, 
for example, currently acceptable. 

The book includes a list of compositions more than 24 pages long in 
double column, embodying a great deal of detail and constituting a valuable 
element of reference. It is not usual, I think, in bibliographies to refer to 
authors as ‘Dr’ this-or-that: but if it is done (‘Dr Gerald Moore’), then Eric 
Blom, A, V. Butcher, Lowther Clark, and Percy Scholes should also be so 
designated for the sake of consistency. 

And now, on a tiny point, let me ride a personal hobby-horse. Dr Copley 
refers to Wood's status in Gonville and Caius College as that of Fellow in music 
(my italics), I do not blame him more than other people who have adopted 
this unhappy usage, One can be a lecturer (or tutor, or director of studies) ‘in’ 
something; but in an Oxford or Cambridge College one cannot be a Fellow 
‘in music’, ‘in chemistry’, ‘in theology’, or ‘in’ anything else, despite the un- 
fortunate wording of advertisements which now from time to time appear. 
In some institutions one might, it is true, be a Fellow ‘in’ something or another, 
that is to say, in receipt of a stipend for a specific period to enable one to 
undertake a piece of work. But in a corporate body one is simply a Fellow of 
that body tout court, i.e, a senior member of a self-governing corporation, 
like a canon of a cathedral. Thus Wood, who was indeed the first musician to 
be elected a Fellow of Caius, should not be referred to as the first Fellow ‘in 
music’ of that College. 



Robin Ray’s Music Quiz. By Robin Ray (B. T. Batsford Limited, 
1978. £3.95). 

No-one need imagine that ability to state accurately whether or no Saint- 
Saens deserted his wife is the mark of a good musician. What is mainly needed 
to tackle this book successfully is wide and miscellaneous, if desultory, reading 
of books about musicians, plus (most important) a good memory. But it should 
also be said that at times something more is called for in the form of an 
accurate apprehension of some music that has been heard, though such questions 
are more difficult to formulate. 

An interest in miscellaneous and not obviously useful information is deeply 
implanted in many of us, likewise feelings of satisfaction in supplying it and 
of frustration in not having it. To this innocent urge Mr Ray’s book legitimately 
appeals. In range and style of question it shows lively resource; it avoids 
condescension and is more than a little intriguing. If, as it should, it succeeds 
in its appeal, that speaks something for the general public interested in music. 

Medieval Music, [1] Sacred Monophony, [4] Ars Antiqua Polyphony 
(oup Records 161, 164. £3.99 each). 

Do you recall ‘Two Thousand Years of Music on Parlophone Records’, con- 
sisting of just 12 10-inch 78 rpm records issued at the end of 1931 and costing 
£1.80, complete with album and booklet? In its original form, first issued by 
a German firm under a scheme devised by Curt Sachs, this perhaps beat Scholes’s 
‘Columbia History of Music by Ear and Eye’ by a very short head in point of 
date; but in any event it delved further into the past than even Scholes’s scheme. 
How wonderful it was then thought to have some passages of Ambrosian and 
Gregorian chant, 12th-century organum, or a Netherlandish ‘Gloria in excelsis’ 
Ad modum tubae to illustrate our teaching! Such miraculous things are perhaps 
among those new methods and apparatus which Sir Hugh Allen had in mind in 
his Director’s Address 50 years ago (see p. 107). 

Since the tp revolution other historically designed sets of records of great 
scope have been issued. As to mediaeval music alone, as long ago as 1964, No, 6 
of the Detroit Studies in Music Bibliography listed about 125 discs devoted to 
it, and many more have appeared since then, Last year the Oxford University 
Press issued a fine printed anthology of Medieval [sic] Music, edited by W. T. 
Marrocco and Nicholas Sandon (£6.50), an adequate, expert review of which we 
regret not to have been able to obtain. This contains 106 compositions, some 
not found in any previous anthology, presented in scholarly performing editions, 
and grouped into Sacred Monophony, Secular Monophony, The Ars Antiqua, 
The Ars Nova, and The Fifteenth Century. Finding that existing recordings do 
not, even now, meet the needs of those interested in this music, the oup, as the 
first issue under a new oup record label, has released two discs covering the 
first and fourth of these groups. We take it that others will appear in due course. 

Performances are in the hands of the Pro Cantione Antiqua directed by 
Edgar Fleet, and the recording took place in Charterhouse School Chapel, For 
fullest enjoyment the published anthology should be used alongside the records 
even though these are supplied together with fairly copious notes and copies 
of the verbal texts. The Sacred Monophony disc concludes with the Play of 
Herod deliberately performed without instruments, but with the addition (based 
on historical evidence) of ‘improvised’ counterpoint at certain special points. 
Strictly for my own part (though I know there are some grounds for Including 
them) I am glad that the items of Ars Nova Polyphony are performed without 
instruments added to the voices. 

A warm welcome to a distinguished project. 

Sixteen Hymns of Today for use as simple anthems, Edited by 
John Wilson (Royal School of Church Music, 1978, £1.84), 

The term ‘Hymns of Today’ here mainly refers to the verbal texts, which are 
nearly all by living writers. The music, however, balances the recent by the well- 
tried, many in arrangements, settings, or editions expertly madé by John Wilson, 
than whom no-one has a wider or more precise knowledge of musical hymnology 
in this country today. None is difficult of performance while all are deft and 
musicianly. The form in which Tallis’s ‘Third Mode Melody’ has come down to 
us leaves tantalizing questions to be answered, partly as to accidentals, partly 
as to rhythm, Mr Wilson’s meticulous consideration of these yields an interesting 
result 
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BOOKS AND MUSIC RECEIVED 

Mention in this list neither implies nor precludes review in a later issue. 
(a) BooKS 
Britten, Benjamin. On Receiving the First Aspen Award (Faber & Faber, 80p). 

Second impression. 

De Fuenllana, Miguel. Orphenica Lyra, edited by Charles Jacobs (Clarendon Press, 
£30). 

Piggott, Patrick, Rachmaninov (Faber & Faber, ‘The Great Composers’ Series, 
£3.95), 

Thomson, J, M. (editor). The Future of Early Music tn Britain (oup, £2). 

Thurston, Frederick, Clarinet Technique (oup, £1.95), Third Edition. 
(b) Music 

Bames, Milton, Fantasy for guitar (Roberton Publications, £2). 

Bresclanello, G. A. Partita in e minor, arr. for guitar by John Mills (Roberton 
Publications, £1.20). 

Camilleri, Charles. Petite Suite for Young Pianists (Roberton Publications, £1.50). 

Camilleri, Charles, Sonatina Semplice for piano (Roberton Publications, £1.50). 

Camilleri, Charles. Prelude and Dance for three percussionists (Roberton Publica- 
tions, £3), 

Camilleri, Charles, Sonatina No, 2 for piano (Roberton Publications, £1.20). 

Coulthard, Jean, Spring Rhapsody, A Song-cycle for contralto and piano (Roberton 
Publications, £3), 

Croft, Willlam, Overture, ‘Laurus Cruentas’ for strings and continuo, ed. by 
Maurice Bevan (our, ‘Musica da Camera Series’, Score £1.75, Parts available). 

Croft, Willlam, Suite; The Comedy call'd The Funeral for strings and continuo, 
ed, by Richard Platt (our, ‘Musica da Camera Series’, Score £3.75. Parts 
available). 

Crosse. Gordon. Studies, fpr, String, Quartet, Sat.22. Foanteasra, Aviza (22), elu Toeceata 
(our, Score £1.80. Separate parts available). 

Greening, Anthony (editor), Six Easy Three-part Anthems. (Royal School of 
Church Music, £1,34), 

Joachim, Davis, Sebastian’s Song for guitar (Roberton Publications, 90p). 

Joachim, Davis. Prelude for a Lady for guitar (Roberton Publications, 90p). 

Leighton, Kenneth. Sequence for All Saints for sats choir with baritone solo 
and organ (Roberton Publications, £1.20). 

Mussorgsky, Modest. The Old Castle, arr. for guitar by John Mills (Roberton 
Publications, 50p). 

Raphael, Mark. Two Thomas Moore Songs for solo voice and piano (Roberton 
Publications, £1.05). 

Schiitz, Heinrich. Alleluia, Lobet den Herren, for 8 solo voices and double choir 
with instruments, ed. by Paul Steinitz (oup, Score £2.90). 

Sealey, Ray. New York for guitar (Roberton Publications, 90p). 

Singing on Saturday, A selection of music and readings (Royal School of Church 
Music, £1,90). 

Telemann, G, P. Three Fantasias, transcribed by Davis Joachim (Roberton 
Publications, £1.80). 

Walton, William. Varii Capricci for orchestra (a free transcription of ‘Five 
Bagatelles’ for guitar (oup, Score £7). 

CONTEMPORARIES RECEIVED 

The Kensington Blast, No. 1. 

The Royal Academy of Music Magazine, Nos 216 (Spring 1978), 217 (Summer 
1978). 

London College of Music Magazine, Summer 1978. 
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